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04 / BY DEFINITION

BY DEFINITION of the Australian Cinematographers Society’s 
Articles of Association “a cinematographer is a person with 
technical expertise who manipulates light to transfer visual 
information by the use of a camera into aesthetic moving 
images on motion picture film or electronic recording systems”
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06 / FROM THE EDITOR

FROM THE GUEST EDITOR

It was one of those cinematographer’s 
serendipitous messages, like: “how 
soon can you be at the airport for a 
location survey in Tuscany,” or “we’re 
fully funded on this movie but can’t 
move forward until you agree to shoot 
it”. In this case it was a message from 
this magazine’s proper editor, Dick 
Marks, to ask if I would be interested 
in guest editing this issue.  I think I 
hesitated for fully a minute before 
accepting, especially when he urged 
me to trust my instincts and said he 
“expected to see my fi ngerprints all over 
the magazine”.  So here it is, fi ngerprints 
and all, though hopefully no tar drops 
from the thumbnail.

Australian cinematographers, like all 
fi lmmaking professionals, are blessed 
to work in an industry that has such a 
highly negotiable international language, 
a quality that facilitates creative work 
opportunities in many fi lm cultures.  But 
it is the national accent of that language 
that is its most valuable characteristic; it 
is this accent that defi nes our National 
Cinema, and it is this accent that 
enables us to provide a different view, 

the view of the “other”, that makes our 
work so sought after by international 
fi lm producers and audiences.

I have long been interested in 
pursuing the source of our national 
cinematographic accent and this 
interest is evident in my choice of 
material for this edition.  Our skill in 
interpreting and expressing our physical 
landscape, and our social environment, 
in the visualizing of our feature fi lms 
is almost legendary internationally. I 
also explore one of the most seminal 
storylines in the modern history of our 
cinema, one that is so dependent on 
cinematography, that of “lost children”.  
Along the way we look at inspiration; the 
fi lms, fi lmmakers and images that drive 
and enhance our creativity, and explore 
the work of feature cinematographers 
who multi-skill; writing, directing, 
producing, even editing and composing, 
as well as delivering extraordinary 
images. 

I am extremely grateful to the six 
working cinematographers who 
managed to fi nd time in their busy 

schedules to talk to me about their 
work.  Special thanks to my fi lmmaker 
son Aaron Burton, and to my old friend 
and colleague Brian Hannant, who 
helped enormously with the George 
Gittoes and Ivan Sen interviews 
respectively.  Thanks too, to Dick 
Marks for trusting me with this baby 
and to Associate Editor Heidi Tobin for 
invaluable assistance with its delivery.

Geoff Burton ACS f
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Greetings ACS colleagues,

 As this will be the fi nal magazine for the year 2013, I want 
to wish you all a joyful, safe and happy Christmas, and trust 
that the time you get to spend with family and friends will be 
memorable.

I want to thank the AC Magazine editorial team; Editor, 
Richard Marks OAM, Heidi Tobin, Nicola Daley, Ted 
Rayment ACS, Mylene Ludgate, JoAnne Bouzianis-Sellick, 
Mitch Kennedy, Geoff Burton ACS, along with all the other 
contributors, for their outstanding contribution to the success 
of our magazine.

I also thank our National and Branch sponsors for their 
support and generosity of spirit, along with Ron Windon ACS 
whose contribution to the ideals of the Society, knows no 
bounds.

Photo: Dick Marks
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The backbone of our Society is our members, but I want to 
reinforce at this time the incredible voluntary work done by our 
ACS Branch Committees. It’s far more than regularly attending 
committee meetings; it’s being responsible enough to work 
diligently to improve the goals and aspirations of the Society 
for, and on behalf of, our members.

It’s being generous enough to give up time with family and 
friends to help coordinate a Branch event, to be part of an 
Awards team, as well as being on call to promote the ideals of 
the Society among ACS members, sponsors and supporters.

It’s understanding that as a respected industry organisation 
we are on show, not only here at home, but to the world, and 
our committees always have the bigger picture in mind to 
convey this.

It’s always understanding that our members are all different, 
and each committee needs to have the resolve, patience and 
tact to provide advice and support to our members working 
across all genres.

But above all, committees always respect their fellow member 
cinematographers, and while not perfect, always strive to 
retain the integrity, dignity and those common courtesies that 
must be afforded to all those participating in the ACS, indeed 
our industry.

As a member, it’s important to stand up and become involved 
within our Society, and to always keep in mind that in order 
to change something, you must fi rst become part of that 
change.

Happy Christmas to you all, and to a vibrant and successful 
2014.

Until next time, many thanks.

Ron Johanson ACS f
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10 /  BACK OF BEYOND

For me, as an eight-year-old in 1954 
Australia, three signifi cant events 
occurred: Elizabeth II, the fi rst British, 
and therefore Australian, reigning 
monarch to visit our shores caused me 
to be taken by train to Sydney to join 
thousands of other children to stand in 
the sweltering February sun in order to 
wave a paper fl ag as Her Majesty was 
driven past. I took a photo on my Kodak 
BB at the time that shows a view of 
hundreds of backs of heads of fellow 
children and a very distant image of two 
barely recognisable adults standing in 
an open Landrover.

The second event was to prove to be 
a more personal experience with much 
more signifi cance for the years ahead.  
On a Saturday evening I was taken by 
my father to the local Royal Theatre to 
a screening of a new Australian fi lm to 
which he had been given free tickets by 
a business friend, a distributor of Shell 
petrol products.  The fi lm, of course, 
was John Heyer’s The Back of Beyond 
which this year celebrates it’s 60th 
anniversary of production.

The third event, although linked to 
the second, occurred without my 

knowledge at the time, but was to 
infl uence my world for half a century. 
In 1954 the fi rst Sydney Film Festival 
kicked off (including in its programme 
the Australian premiere of The Back of 
Beyond). In Australia’s pre-television 
years, with local cinema programming 
dictated by US and British distributors, 
the Sydney Film Festival (and the 
Melbourne Film Festival born three 
years earlier) provided audiences with a 
different way of seeing the world and its 
peoples, including our own.  Decades 
before the establishment of fi lm schools 
and fi lm study courses in universities 

OUR GREATEST 
DOCUMENTARY TURNS SIXTY
BY GEOFF BURTON ACS

Image courtesy of the John Heyer Estate



(“media” was not a term used at that 
time) the Sydney and Melbourne fi lm 
festivals became, and remained for 
decades, a prime component in the 
education of keen young fi lm makers 
desperate to learn the skills and the 
magic of cinema. 

Heyer’s The Back of Beyond, a 
64 minute documentary about an 
outback mailman and his fortnightly 
run along the Birdsville Track provided 
city audiences with a potent taste of 
the danger and the beauty of inland 
Australia, regarded by many at that time 
as the country’s “dead heart”.

BACK OF BEYOND /         11
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In her new Australian Screen Classics 
book about the fi lm, released to 
coincide with the fi lm’s 60th anniversary, 
fi lm writer Sylvia Lawson talks about 
seeing the fi lm for the fi rst time: “The 
documentary’s visions of space and 
desert had a kind of radiance, and so I 
came out from that screening feeling a 
new kind of connection with Australia, 
or rather with a new idea of Australia, 
the country I was born in, and a country 
I didn’t know.”

The fi lm was screened widely 
throughout Australia in cinemas, 
schools and town halls including 
running for a year in a newly opened 
Brisbane theatrette.  After two years 
750,000 people had seen The Back of 

Beyond, an extraordinary response to 
a documentary from a country with a 
population of nine million.

John Heyer, who produced and directed 
the fi lm for the Shell Film Unit, has been 
referred to as ‘the father of Australian 
documentary’ as a result of the success 
of the fi lm and the continued infl uence it 
has had on Australian fi lmmakers.  Prior 
to working for the Shell Film Unit Heyer 
was with Cinesound briefl y and with 
the Dept of Interior Film Unit, precursor 
to the CFU, and worked on a number 
of feature fi lms during the 1940’s as a 
member of the camera department.  In 
1944 Heyer was employed as second 
unit director on Harry Watt’s The 
Overlanders that would have provided 
invaluable experience of shooting in the 
outback.

Heyer championed the pre-television 
Griersonian style of story-telling 
documentary fi lms, typifi ed by 
Grierson’s own Drifters, Basil Wright’s 
Song of Ceylon and Wright’s and Watt’s 

Night Mail.  These fi lms, beautifully 
shot in 35mm black and white, used 
what we now consider feature fi lm 
techniques to illustrate ordinary people’s 
lives played out on real locations, 
and presented to us in a poetic form, 
combining images, sounds, music and 
narration in a highly structured and 
measured way.

To achieve the stylised images that 
Heyer planned for The Back of 
Beyond he needed an outstanding 
cinematographer and he wisely 
recruited Ross Wood to the task.  
Ross had followed his older brother 
Syd to work at Fox Movietone News 
in 1932 and that was the beginning of 
an exemplary life in cinematography.  
By the time Heyer was setting up for 
The Back of Beyond Ross Wood was 
freelancing with various independent 
producers and directors and had 

12 /  BACK OF BEYOND
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already gained experience on the 
camera crews of a number of local and 
foreign feature fi lm shoots.  Heyer had 
a generous budget of 12,000 pounds 
for a six week shoot based out of Maree 
on the Birdsville Track, and although the 
crew was small it was well equipped 
for the shoot with a Mitchell camera, 
17.5mm sprocketed tape recorder, wind 
machine, Supreme Sound’s studio dolly 
and wooden tracks, camera tower, a 
small generator and mostly refl ectors for 
lighting.  Ross hired Keith Loone, later 
to be an important cinematographer 
in his own right, as camera assistant. 
Warren Mearns was the gaffer, George 
Hughes the grip and John Heath the 
sound recordist.  Max Lemon was 
the seventeen year-old production 
assistant and he reminisced about the 
logistics of the shoot to AC Magazine 
in 2004.  Max recalled the dust storms, 
unexpected downpours and diffi culties 
in obtaining a cold beer; privations we 
have all experienced on desert shoots, 
but he was unable to tell us anything 
about how John Heyer and Ross 
Wood worked together and managed 
to achieve such astonishingly beautiful 
images.  From this distance in time we 
have to rely on the NFSA’s fastidiously 
preserved fi lm masters as evidence of 
this creative relationship.

Sylvia Lawson observes: “...the 
narration lifts and expands over images 
that are highly composed, painterly; 
a bird swoops across a glowing, 
immaculate sky, and I think again in 
passing how it was that black and 
white fi lms always seemed to register 
Australian skies more vividly than colour 
fi lm has ever done... The camera moves 
in across the sand to hold on a large, 
dark whorled shell, a spectacular fossil.  
About these shots there’s a stark, 
surrealist hyper-reality; we could be 
looking at images by Salvador Dali.”

Sylvia’s observations about black and 
white skies points up Ross Wood’s 
skilful use of complementary fi ltration 
which is evidenced all through the fi lm.  
The yellow and orange glass that he 
uses to darken the skies and lighten 
the foreground desert soil creates 
the vividness and hyper-reality that is 
so visually impressive.  In a moonlit 

sequence in an abandoned chapel at 
Kopperamanna, a scene that Heyer 
prizes most in the fi lm, an Aboriginal 
man wanders and remembers his 
childhood in the Lutheran Mission. 
Using an abandoned steel lectern as 
a major compositional component 
and the shadows made by exposed 
wattle beams, Heyer and Wood create 
a rarefi ed surreal moment in the fi lm.  
Wood’s use of a deep red fi lter in 
achieving the day-for-night moonlight 
effect is as accomplished as in any 
Hollywood Western of this period.

Ross Wood has been quoted as saying 
that he never had time to go to the 
movies, that newsreels were his life, 
which beggars the question of what 

his cinema infl uences were.  Prior to 
The Back of Beyond, and the Sydney 
Film Festival, John Heyer was a keen 
fi lm society member and organiser.  
Clearly he had opportunities to view 
the important pre-war documentaries 
being made in Britain and the USA and 
would have been infl uenced by the 
photography and editing of fi lms from 
Russia and Germany as well as the 
emerging post-war European realist 
features.   All these infl uences can be 
seen in Heyer and Wood’s collaboration 
on The Back of Beyond.

John Heyer went on to spend a lifetime 
in documentary fi lm production, mostly 
in executive roles. In addition to The 
Back of Beyond he has only three other 
credits as Director, all on sponsored 
documentary fi lms.

In 1963 Ross Wood ACS formed 

the hugely infl uential TVC production 
company that bore his name and 
was to train and employ many of 
Australia’s leading cinematographers, 
editors and directors.  Sylvia Lawson 
observes: “The Back of Beyond owes 
its enduring cinematic eloquence, its 
stunning visual clarity, to Ross Wood, 
who worked on camera on several 
other fi lms in the period, but was 
principal cinematographer on only two 
others, Cecil Holmes’ features Captain 
Thunderbolt and Three In One. The 
fi rst of those is largely missing from 
the archive and is being sought; both 
were made under the near-impossible 
conditions of the later 1950s, when 
distribution and exhibition pathways 
were effectively closed to local 
production by the Hollywood-dominated 
block-booking system.  Wood could 
have done a great deal more.”

Like Sylvia Lawson I have viewed The 
Back of Beyond many times and have 
often referenced it in my own work, 
but no viewing has been as powerful 
or impressionable as the fi rst.  With 
television still two years away my 
experiences of the moving image 
at that time were the weekly school 
screening of short, very scratched, 
16mm fi lms from the Dept of Education 
and, selected (by my parents) Saturday 
afternoon movies at the Royal.  
Comedies, westerns and action serials 
(often annoyingly screened out of order) 
formed the bulk of the programming 
and it was the newsreels from 
Movietone and Cinesound that provided 
the only experience of reality fi lming. 

I was both fascinated and terrifi ed by 
The Back of Beyond, totally believing 
in the truthfulness of every image.  In 
my tender years, never having met an 
Aboriginal person or ventured further 
west than the Blue Mountains, the world 
portrayed by Heyer and Wood’s pictures 
could have described another planet, 
and yet the narration was telling me 
this was my country and the occasional 
snatches of dialogue confi rmed it was 
Australia by the way Tom Kruze and his 
fellow travellers sounded.

Unquestionably the most upsetting 
sequence for me in the whole fi lm was 
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“I came out from that 
screening feeling a new 
kind of connection with 

Australia, or rather with a 
new idea of Australia, the 

country I was born in, 
and a country I 
didn’t know.”



the re-enactment of the disappearance 
of two small children as they head 
off into the sand dunes that surround 
their family’s outback property, never 
to be seen again.  Sylvia Lawson 
describes this sequence as one of 
the fi lm’s best-remembered and most 
troubling episodes. “A woman’s voice 
comes over on the radio, with rising 
anxiety: ‘Hello Jessie – are you there, 
Jessie – are you there, Jessie?’ The 
camera moves through a house with 
signs of housework half-done, an 
uncleared meal table, and fi nds the 
body of a woman fallen on the ground; 
this mother has suddenly died.  The 
narrator tells us that the elder of the two 
sisters, Sally (who looks about ten), did 
not understand the radio, and decided 
that they would make their way to the 
Track to fi nd help.  We see two little 
girls, in dresses, sunhats, shoes and 
socks, with dog and billy-cart, setting 
out across the sand; cresting hills, 
crossing their own tracks, the younger 
one, Roberta, piping on a toy fl ute.  
With their water running low, they tie 
the dog to a tree; cut from the engaging 
black spaniel to an advancing snake.  

The children vanish; two days later their 
father follows their tracks, unavailingly: 
‘into the ocean of sand they went; no 
one knows what became of them.  All 
that remains is their story.”

I recall that watching this sequence 
led, tearfully, to my fi rst lesson in 
documentary, conducted by my father.  
I refused to believe his explaining it 
away as “just a story”, it was far too 
real for that (thanks to the talented work 
of John Heyer, Ross Wood and two 
particularly good young actors from 
Maree), and he conceded that it may 
well have been a true story but that the 
two young girls in the fi lm, with whom I 
clearly identifi ed, were just playing out 

the story for the fi lming and that they, 
and the dog, were still alive and well, as 
was their mother.

The 1954 screening of The Back of 
Beyond led me into a lifelong passion 
for cinema and for documentary.  Years 
later when I started to create my own 
desert fi lming stories it became clear 
that I owed a considerable debt of 
gratitude to John Heyer and Ross 
Wood ACS for setting me on this path.  
What I now also realise is that The 
Back of Beyond represented for me a 
fi rst experience of that great Australian 
national anxiety: lost children.

“Into the ocean of 
sand they went; 

no one knows what 
became of them. 
All that remains 
is their story.”

f

Image courtesy of the John Heyer Estate
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The Rabbit Proof Fence, 2002.
Image courtesy of Phillip Noyce
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The fi rst account of a child becoming lost in the Australian 
bush occurred in 1803.  A man accompanied by his small son 
had rowed across Sydney Harbour to Neutral Bay in search 
of fencing timber.  The child was left unattended beside the 
beached boat with instructions not to stray that he ignored 
and promptly became lost in the coastal scrub.  When the boy 
was eventually found by chance he had travelled fi ve miles 
and was exhausted.  The happy ending to this lost-child story 
is sadly not typical – most such stories end tragically. 

The Australian writer and academic Peter Pierce has extensively 
researched the history and the representations of lost children 
during the white settlement period of Australia’s history.  In his 
excellent book The Country of Lost Children: An Australian 
Anxiety he explains the origins of this national obsession:

“The notion is shocking: that Australia is the place where the 
innocent young are most especially in jeopardy.  Standing 
for girls and boys of European origin who strayed into the 
Australian bush, the lost child is an arresting fi gure in the 
history and the folklore of colonial Australia.  More profoundly 
though, the lost child is the symbol of essential if never fully 
resolved anxieties within the white settler communities of this 
country.  The loss of their children blighted the lives of many 
pioneering Australians.  Stories of boys’ or girls’ endurance 
and suffering, of their deaths or providential rescues, were 
related throughout the second half of the nineteenth century.  
They made vivid appearances in many mediums: painting and 
pantomime, fi ction and photograph, verse and fairytale.

What were the meanings of 
these stories?  Ostensibly, and 
poignantly, they told of the 
danger for children of wandering 
away from settled areas into 
the trackless bush.  The abiding 
force of the fi gure of the lost 
child has, however, deeper and 
darker origins and implications.  
The forlorn girls and boys, bereft, 
disoriented and crying in a wilderness that is indifferent, if not 
actively hostile to them, stand also for the older generation, 
that of their parents.  Symbolically, the lost child represents the 
anxieties of European settlers because of the ties with home 
which they have cut in coming to Australia, whether or not they 
journeyed here by choice.  The fi gure of the child stands in part 
for the apprehensions of adults about having sought to settle 

in a place where they might never be at peace”.

Two of the most popular and infl uential representations of 
lost children are paintings by Frederick McCubbin which 
are displayed in the National Gallery of Victoria. The fi rst, 
painted in 1886 and titled ‘Lost’, shows a young girl standing 
somewhat forlornly, head down with her left hand raised to 
wipe her brow or perhaps shed a tear. She is also holding 
some plant matter which is commonly thought to represent 
mistletoe, which derives from a similar work painted by 
McCubbin at the same place and period titled ‘Gathering 
Mistletoe’.  This illustrates for the viewer one of the most 
common causes of becoming lost in the bush: the allure 
of obtaining something attractive and desirable such that it 

causes the seeker to become 
distracted and disoriented as they 
search further into the bush until 
they are lost.

In this painting McCubbin has 
chosen a vertical format and 
places the relatively small fi gure 
of the girl almost centre frame, 
turned side-on to us making it 
diffi cult to see any expression 

on her face.  Long grasses are shown around her feet whilst 
eucalypt trees and saplings reach up to an increasingly dense 
canopy above and beyond her.  McCubbin has allowed only 
a small triangle of sky to show through at the top left corner 
of the painting and denies the viewer any sense of a horizon.  
The muted colours of the girls clothing and the soft glow 
of the surrounding undergrowth contrast emotionally to the 

FILMING THE 
COUNTRY 
OF LOST 
CHILDREN

“The notion is shocking: that 
Australia is the place where the 

innocent young are most 
especially in jeopardy.”

Evil Angels, 1988. 
Image courtesy of Fred Schepisi.



melancholy sadness of the girl’s distress.

McCubbin returns to this subject in 1907 with another 
painting titled ‘Lost’, also set in the bush around Mt Macedon 
where he was living at that time in an isolated house.  One 
of his sons is the model for this painting which has the boy, 
almost back on to us, but closer to us than the girl in the 
previous painting, clearly in a later stage of distress. The boy 
is slumped on the ground and appears to be exhausted, or 
ill, or perhaps just awakened from sleep.  The trees here are 
sharper and darker in tone, there is no sense of sky although 
some lightness can be glimpsed through the growth.  It is a 
painting of great sadness and vulnerability.

The story-telling power of the Victorian narrative painting style 
was embraced enthusiastically by Frederick McCubbin and 
other artists working in Australia as the new century clicked 
over.  But it would be the new century’s own artform, cinema, 
which would re-tell their stories in an even more powerful and 
effective way.

**********

It is not surprising that Australian fi lmmakers have taken up 
story themes related to lost children – they tick all the positive 
cinema boxes: a subject described as a “national anxiety” is 
bound to attract an interested audience; most “lost” stories 
are inextricably linked to landscape and Australian Directors 
and Cinematographers have a world-wide reputation for 
creating and photographing the concept of wild spaces; the 
majority of stories both fi ctional and based-on-fact have an 
Aboriginal component potentially providing further layers of 
complexity and revelation.

Picnic At Hanging Rock, 1975. Image courtesy of Peter Weir.
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Frederick McCubbin. 
Australia 1855-1917. Lost 1907 oil on canvas, 134.6 x 199.0cm. National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne. 

Felton Bequest, 1941



Frederick McCubbin. 
Australia 1855-1917. Lost 1886 oil on canvas, 115.8  x 73.9cm. National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne. 

Felton Bequest, 1940.



It is not clear when the fi rst cinema version of the lost child 
story was made, but there is no question that the most popular, 
in terms of audience numbers, was John Heyer’s The Back of 
Beyond (DOP Ross Wood ACS), released in 1954.  The story of 
two young white girls who set off alone on foot in a hot, sandy 
Outback, following the death of their mother, and disappear – 
“into the ocean of sand they went” – forms but one chapter in 
this dramatised documentary, but it is its most poignant. 

Since The Back of Beyond there have been at least fi fteen 
Australian features made and released that primarily tell of lost 

Little Boy Lost, 1978. Image courtesy of Phil Avalon.
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children although the form of that “loss” varies considerably 
from fi lm to fi lm.

The release in 1971 of Nic Roeg’s Walkabout (DOP Nic Roeg, 
OPERATOR Mike Molloy ACS BSC) relates the tale of two 
white children, a sixteen year-old girl and a ten year-old boy, 
who are abandoned in the desert by their suicidal father, in 
this case “lost” caused by abandonment rather than straying, 
and are saved by a chance meeting with a young Aboriginal 
man on walkabout who ironically becomes the tragic victim of 
this story.

In Peter Weir’s 1975 Picnic At Hanging Rock (DOP Russell 
Boyd ACS ASC), schoolgirls mysteriously disappear one hot 
summer day whilst picnicking near Hanging Rock in Victoria 
(co-incidently situated near to the Mt Macedon location of 
Frederick McCubbin’s two Lost paintings). The girls, or their 
remains, are never found and although they strayed from 
the picnic they appeared to be drawn by some unidentifi ed 
attraction or force fi eld.

The great and innovative animation Producer/Director Yoram 
Gross made Dot and the Kangaroo in 1977 which recounts 
how the lonely Dot befriends a lost joey and begins a journey 
to re-unite the joey with its mother.

Based on real events, Terry Bourke’s 1978 movie Little Boy 
Lost (DOP Ray Henman ACS) documents how a little boy in 
northern NSW tragically strays and becomes lost, the story 
telling aided by an overly sentimental, though enormously 
popular, song of the same name.

Graeme Clifford’s 1985 much under-rated fi lm Burke and 
Wills (DOP Russell Boyd ACS ASC) tells of a different form of 
becoming fatally lost in Australia’s hot, dry centre whilst on 
a grand mis-adventure.  The inevitability of the story’s fi nal 
outcome fails to detract from some of the best landscape 

Image courtesy of The Royal Society of Victoria Incorporated, 
original commissioners of the Burke and Wills Expedition.



ROWAN McNAMARA as SAMSON, MARISSA GIBSON as 
DELILAH. Photo by Mark Rogers.
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photography in any Australian feature fi lm.

Fred Scepsi’s 1988 Evil Angels (DOP Ian Baker ACS) uses a 
real event to defi ne a different type of child loss – the taking of 
a sleeping baby from a tent by a 
wild dingo.

Rachel Perkin’s powerful 2001 
musical drama One Night the 
Moon (DOP Kim Batterham ACS) 
tackles racism head-on in this 
story of a young white girl who 
climbs through her bedroom 
window to follow the direction 
indicated by the light of a full 
moon into the rugged outback 
ranges surrounding her parents 
isolated farm house.  The girl’s 
father refuses to allow an Aboriginal tracker onto his property 
to lead the search for the girl resulting inevitably in a tragic 
outcome.

In Philip Noyce’s 2002 fi lm The Rabbit Proof Fence (DOP 
Chris Doyle) the young Aboriginal girls are fl eeing confi nement 
in a distant welfare home and with the aid of the otherwise 
useless rabbit proof fence are attempting to return to their 
own country. The girls are not physically “lost” in the usual 
sense, they know where they are going, but they represent 
a different and profound loss – the loss resulting from being 
forcibly separated from family and community.  The role of the 
tracker in this fi lm reminds us of the split loyalties often forced 
on many Aboriginal people by white authorities.

2002 also saw the release of Ivan Sen’s fi rst feature fi lm 
Beneath Clouds (DOP Allan Collins ACS). This visually 
splendid fi lm tracks the journey from country to city of a 
teenage couple, lost souls in their tiny rail-head community, 
determined to fi nd a path out.  Sen followed in 2011 with 
Toomelah (DOP Ivan Sen) and Mystery Road (DOP Ivan Sen) 
in 2013.  These three fi lms are different in style and genre, yet 
fi lm critics writing about Ivan Sen’s body of work say they all 
deal with “lost Aboriginal girls”.

Warwick Thornton’s 2009 fi lm Samson and Delilah (DOP 
Warwick Thornton ACS) features a teenage Aboriginal couple 
continually dealing with being lost – a state that advances, then 
recedes, becomes unutterably dismal and then exhibits hope.

Innocent children wandering off into wilderness is the most 
common causal factor of “lost children” in both reality and 
fi ction movies.  But children can also become lost in urban 
environments as well. In her 2009 fi lm Ana Kokkinos’ Blessed 
(DOP Geoff Burton ACS), a series of mother/child relationships 
are explored in a Melbourne working class suburban setting.  
The emotionally and socially lost children in these stories have 
variable outcomes; some end tragically whilst others achieve 
survival and hope.

Catriona McKenzie’s recently released 2012 Satellite Boy 
(DOP Geoffrey Simpson ACS) features the under utilised 
landscapes of the Kimberley and Pilbara country to tell of two 
young Aboriginal boys who become lost whilst on a quest to 
fi x what they consider an injustice by a mining development 
company. One of the boys, using fragments of traditional 
knowledge, uses ‘country’ to save them.

In any overview of the history of Australian cinematography 
since the formation of the Australian Cinematographers 
Society in 1958 the diversity of the skills and talents of 

its members has been, and 
continues to be, astounding.  
The ability to be innovative and 
adaptable are the two most 
admired qualities of Australian 
cinematographers by both local 
and foreign fi lm producers and 
directors, and as much as we 
might like to consider ourselves 
as the modern experts of the 
sound stage and effects studio 
(which of course we are!) it is our 
skills in photographing the natural 
environment, the landscape, that 

are the most regularly and consistently commented upon 
and written about in overseas festivals, conferences and 
publications.

Photographing landscape has not been a sole franchise of 
course; John Ford’s various cinematographers effectively 
defi ned the great Western landscapes of American cinema.  
So did Sven Neikvist, Robby Meuller, Vitorio Storaro and 
others in Europe, as did the handful of Japanese master 
cinematographers working through the wonder years of 
Japanese location cinema.

The most heard comment about the landscape work of 
Australian cinematographers is that we manage to represent 
the landscape as an active participant, even a character, 
within the story-telling framework of the fi lm.  This skill applies 
across many fi lm genres but is probably never so story 
relevant as in the recounting of “lost children” events.  A 
reviewing of the fi fteen features listed above proves this point 
convincingly.

“The ability to be innovative 
and adaptable are the two most 
admired qualities of Australian 
cinematographers by both local 

and foreign fi lm producers 
and directors.”
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If you ask a baby-boomer which two Australian fi lms they 
best remember from their youth they will almost certainly 
quote Walkabout and Wake In Fright.  Considering there was 
a paucity of any locally made fi lms on Australian screens at 
that time, other than the excellent newsreels produced by 
Cinesound and Movietone, such a selection is not surprising.  
In hindsight however it raises the question of what we like to 
call an Australian fi lm; both fi lms are adaptations of novels 
written in Australia and the stories are demonstrably set in 
Australia, one in the remote Outback, the other in an isolated 
country town, yet the major creative roles on both fi lms were 
performed by foreign fi lm workers, Ted Kotcheff as Director 
and Brian West as DOP on Wake In Fright (also known 
as Outback), and both from Canada, and Nicolas Roag 
performing both roles on Walkabout, from the UK. Both fi lms 
were also funded from outside Australia.

It is in the context of the more recent history of Australian 
cinema, and cinematography, that these two fi lms are so 
important. Walkabout and Wake In Fright were both released 
in 1971 when the so-called renaissance of Australian cinema, 
or David Stratton’s “New Wave”, was just starting to kick-
in, with local funding and support becoming available to 

fi lmmakers desperate to tell our own stories.  The effect of 
these fi lms on local audiences, often controversial, was to 
present a different view of ourselves and helped create an 
apetite and a demand for movies about us, refl ecting our lives, 
our values, our aspirations and our place. A view that perhaps 
can best be presented by an outsider.

***

In his recent monograph on Walkabout the playwright, novelist 
and screenwriter Louis Nowra, an un-abashed admirer of 
Nic Roeg, declares:  “Yes, Roeg’s movie is romantic and 
seen through an English sensibility, but it has a lyricism, a 
beauty, a heartfelt sense of the enormous cost of two cultures 
misunderstanding each other, and it is as potent today as 
when it was made. Roeg is one of the few fi lmmakers to 
understand that the Australian landscape is a character in its 
own right. Never before and never again has the Australian 
Outback been rendered in quite the same way.  Walkabout 
destroyed the cliché of the Dead Heart and made Australians 
see it from a unique perspective, as something wondrous, 
mysterious and sensuous.  It took a stranger in a strange land 
to reveal this to us.”

Image courtesy of Euro London Films.
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Australian cinematographers have long enjoyed a world wide 
reputation for their skills in portraying landscape with dramatic 
intent, the effective manipulation of available light being a 
major component of this skill-set.  As the impressionists 
broke out of the studio to paint “en plein air”, revelling in 
the extended palette offered by the light, the colours of the 
soil they stood on and the hills and valleys upon which they 
gazed, so did Australian cinematographers.  But as all art is 
inspired and derived so is the work of fi lmmakers and it is 
on the great works of cinema that we practitioners inevitably 
draw.

The cinematography of Walkabout is outstanding and from 
its fi rst release began to infl uence the way local fi lmmakers 
visualised their physical world. A re-release of the fi lm in 
1998 created a new generation of admirers and now, forty 
two years after its shooting, Walkabout continues to be 
referenced, as acknowledged for instance, in the discussions 
about the fi lming of Catriona McKenzie’s Satellite Boy (DOP 
Geoffrey Simpson ACS) and John Curran’s Tracks (DOP 
Mandy Walker ACS ASC) in this magazine.

Louis Nowra best describes the extraordinary visual power of 

Walkabout, recalled from his fi rst viewing:  “the images of the 
Outback were of an almost hallucinogenic intensity.  Instead 
of the desert and bush being infused with a dull monotony, 
everything seemed acute, shrill and incandescent.  The 
Outback was beautiful and haunting.  It didn’t matter that 
some of the animals were incongruous to the location, and 
the countryside was at times absurdly out of sync with the 
actual terrain traversed.  The setting sun was a richer red 
than I ever thought possible, the solitary quandong tree in the 
middle of the desert had the mysterious visual potency of a 
Byzantine icon, the animals had a fairytale brightness, and 
the Aboriginal boy’s dance seemed one of the strangest yet 
beautiful expressions of yearning I had ever seen.  The visual 
splendour mocked my stereotype of the Outback.  Never 
before had I entertained the notion that our landscape could 
be so romantic, so glorious both in its potent dangers and 
beauty.  

The gorgeous images seemed in keeping with the simple, 
fable-like story which is easy to sum up: two white children, 
a teenage girl and her young brother, fi nd themselves lost in 
the desert after their father, who has attempted to kill them, 
commits suicide.  The children look like dying but a teenage 

Surviving the desert on 
WALKABOUT
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Image courtesy of Euro London Films.



Aboriginal boy, going walkabout during his initiation year, 
comes upon them and helps them survive”.

*** 

Nic Roag had been to Australia once before, in 1959, to work 
on Fred Zimmermann’s The Sundowners (DOP Jack Hildyard), 
and he claims that this Outback shooting experience 
infl uenced his decision to make Walkabout. Roeg was smart 
enough to know that if was to succeed with the shoot, 
especially as he intended to both direct and photograph 
the fi lm, he would need to choose his shooting crew well, 
combining accomplished technical skill and the confi dence 
that shooting without the advantage of dailies required, with 
the endurance and tolerance that travelling and camping for 
weeks in the desert environment was going to demand.  

Roag was both lucky and wise in his choice of camera 
department collaborators.  In London Roag enlisted the young 
Australian ex-pat cinematographer Mike Molloy as his camera 
operator and agreed that Peter Hannan, then also working in 
London, join the crew as focus puller and return to Australia 
for the shoot.

There is no question that the 
superb cinematography of 
Walkabout owes an enormous 
amount to the skills and initiative 
of Mike Molloy and the support 
this provided to Nic Roag in 
achieving his vision for the 
fi lm.  Forty two years since his 
work on Walkabout Mike Molloy 
ACS BSC has accumulated an 
impressive list of international and 
Australian feature credits and a reputation as one of the early 
exponents, along with his friend and colleague Peter Hannan 
ACS BSC, at showing the rest of the world what Australian 
cinematographers are made of. At the ACS Clubhouse in 
Sydney Mike spoke with Geoff Burton for AC Magazine about 
his lost-children Walkabout experience:

GB How did you get to meet Nic Roeg? You had already 
moved from Sydney to the UK...

MM Yes, well that’s a story in itself. I shot some documentary 
footage for this editor, up in the Norfolk Broads, and they 
wanted all these Canada Geese at sunset and sunrise. So I 
just went up there and got lucky and got some nice shots, 
and the editor was screening the footage and Nic happened 
to walk into the screening room and he said, “Who shot that?” 
And the editor said, “Oh this young Australian guy who’s just 
in London, he’s only been here a couple of months.” And he 
said, “Oh, I really love his stuff. I’d like to talk to him.” And 
so he gave him my number and he rang me up and he said, 
“My name’s Nic Roeg” and I said, “Yeah, I know who you are” 
and he said, “I really like that stuff you shot” he said, “Look, 
I’m doing this fi lm in Australia and I want an Australian as a 
camera operator. Would you be interested?” 

I was in London, I’d just got my ticket - ACTT ticket - 

absolutely penniless, you know, feeding foreign currency into 
the gas meter and all that stuff, and I said, “Oh absolutely.” 
And he said, “I’ll meet you and I’ll give you the script.” So... 
read the script and just immediately took to Nic, who’s just the 
greatest guy, just a wonderful man. And anyway a couple of 
months went by and he rang up and he said, “I’m really sorry, 
it’s not going to happen, I can’t get the money”, the Beatles 
were going to back it and at the last minute pulled out. He 
said, “It’s not going to happen. But in the meantime, I’ve got 
these commercials to shoot in Africa and would you like to 
come and operate on those?” I said yes - here in my fi rst 
February in London - what am I going to say?  So off I went 
and Nic and I really got along well and I did a good job and 
all that stuff and then he said, “Oh well, I’m doing this other 
fi lm now called Performance with Mick Jagger, do you want 
to operate on that?”  I went, “Absolutely!”  It was the fi rst fi lm I 
ever operated on.

GB  Roeg had been in Australia previously to work on 
THE SUNDOWNERS.

MM   That’s right he was 
camera operator.

GB  So he would have had 
some of that South Australian 
desert fi lming experience 
before Walkabout.

MM   Yeah, he knew the 
country pretty well.  But anyway 
this mob, Max L. Raab and 
Si Litvinoff out of New York, 
somehow they got involved, 
and Nic got the money.  So, off 

we went, he’d already cast Jenny Agutter, and when we got 
to Sydney there was a guy called Grahame Jennings who 
became the Line Producer – well, everybody knows him - and 
somehow we got it all together.  Peter Hannan came out from 
the UK. I’d already had Peter as focus puller, on Performance, 
and a very fi ne focus puller was Peter - one of the best ever 
- and I said to Pete “Come on, you’ve got to come and be 
the focus puller”, ‘cos he’d done Performance as well, so 
Nic said, “Let’s take Peter, that’s fi ne.” We had an English 
continuity girl, and make-up was English...

GB   Kevin Karney and Barry Brown doing sound.

MM   Kevin Carney and Barry Brown are on sound. And we 
all got to Sydney and got twelve land cruisers and...Oh before 
that we went off on a reccy and the production designer was 
a guy called Brian Eatwell. So we all sort of split up and Brian 
and I went to Alice Springs to look for the Quandong tree and 
the beautiful swimming hole and all that. But before that we 
were in Sydney talking about casting. Nic said, “I’ve got to 
fi nd a fabulous Aboriginal. He’s got to be able to dance, play 
the didgeridoo... And, years ago when I was at Cinesound, 
I’d photographed the Darwin Eisteddfod and they had a, you 
know, a normal eisteddfod with kids playing violins but they 
also had an Aboriginal section with didgeridoo and dance and 
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“Their is no question that the
superb cinematography of 

Walkabout owes an enormous 
amount to the skills and 

initiative of Mike Molloy.”



everything. One of the adjudicators was a really nice guy and 
very sympathetic to the Aboriginal plight, ‘cos they weren’t 
being treated that well then, in the sixties, and I remembered 
his name and I actually had his number - I don’t know how 
I’d kept it - but anyway, I rang him up, and I said, “Look, Nick 
Roeg the..” You know, told him all about it. I said, “We need 
this young Aboriginal, sixteen year old-ish.” He said, “Oh, I 
know just the bloke, David Gulpilil, out at Maningrida. So Nick 
fl ew up there, and that was it. 

GB Is that the only time you worked with David Gulpilil?

MM   No. I did another fi lm with him – Mad Dog Morgan.

GB   Dennis Hopper. 

MM   Jesus. That’s another story...But, no, David was 
wonderful from the word go, you know. He just was himself. 
He was just wonderful. And they just looked so great together 
the two of them, Jenny and...well there were three of them 
with the little boy who was played by Nick’s son.

GB   What a fi ne actor he turned out to be. Terrifi c.

MM   Yeah, he was great.

GB   Generally the fi lm looks to me hardly lit, but I 
presume you had some lighting kit.

MM   Very little, very little. Alan Walker was the gaffer. We had 
refl ectors and we had two minibrutes. 

GB   So you had a little gennie set?

MM   Yeah, we had a little gennie. We weren’t towing a 
thousand amp or anything. I think it was just a fi ve kva.

GB   And I read it was about a four-month shoot, does 
that sound right?

MM Yes, it was about that, I think. 

GB So not a great deal of 
time pressure?

MM No, in fact I can’t remember 
there being much of a schedule 
really. We got paid somehow 
or other, I can’t even really 
remember how that happened. 
We got these twelve land 
cruisers, and the camera gear 
came from England, the BNC 
Mitchell, and an Arri. We might have had two Arri bodies, but 
that was about it. 

GB Kodak stock?

MM Kodak stock, yeah.

GB Processed back in Britain?

MM Well that was funny. The fi rst batch of rushes went to 
Colorfi lm, and Nic didn’t like them. There was some day for 
night in it and they must’ve printed the day for night up too 
much or it didn’t look good enough...and Nic was pretty 
technical, a technically savvy guy and he said, “Oh I just don’t 

like the look of the rushes”, you know. I mean those were 
actually the only rushes we saw, in Alice Springs in the open-
air cinema. So he said, “We’re going to send the rest back to 
Technicolor, in the States,” and that was that. Every shot we 
shot after that, some of it sat in baking heat for, you know, fi ve 
or six days or a week before it somehow either found it’s way 
to Alice or Darwin and was put on a plane, and then the editor 
would look at it and Nic’d get a telex from the editor and he’d 
always tell him what was going on. But that was it for rushes, 

we didn’t see another foot during 
the shoot.

GB It seems inconceivable 
these days that you’d go for so 
long...

MM Yeah. Without seeing 
what you were getting.  ‘Cos now 
it’s all there on the monitor. But it 
was great, you know. The dear, 

beautiful old Mitchell, it just didn’t miss a beat, never had any 
camera trouble at all. It was all dirt and dust and God knows 
what, and Hannan was up half the night cleaning it. We also 
had a second unit, Tony Richmond, who used to be Nic’s 
focus puller, and he had this sort of motley crew with him 
and they used to take off on their own and come back with 
sunsets and that sort of stuff.

GB He’s described in the credits as “special 
cinematography”. Tony went on to shoot other movies for 
Nic as Director, didn’t he?

MM Yes, he did. He did Don’t Look Now and I think Bad 
Timing.
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“Oh, I know just the bloke,
David Gulpilil, out at Maningrida.

So Nick fl ew up there,
and that was it.”

Image courtesy of Euro London Films.



GB Which are both very good fi lms of course.

MM Yeah. He’s in the States now, Tony.

GB What I want to bore down a bit on, Mike, is your 
working relationship with Nic, in that I suspect you’re 
probably being a bit modest about your own contribution 
to the fi lm.  I’ve only once directed a feature on which I 
also DOP’d and I just found that terribly demanding and  
I’d never do it again.  There are people who can multi-
skill, but for me I felt if I didn’t have to worry so much 
about the lighting I’d be working more on performance 
and vice versa. Do you think Nic was leaning one way 
or the other, did he split reasonably evenly between the 
tasks?

MM Yeah, he made it look effortless to be honest. One thing 
he said to me...He named this operator - I won’t say who it 
is, he’s actually no longer with us - but he said, “He never 
gave me one idea. He never came up with an idea.” So he 
said, “If you’ve got any...I want to hear some ideas.” So, you 
know, there are some things in the fi lm that I suggested and 
Nic did, or we shot, and I was always there trying to fi gure it 
out and, saying, “What about this, or shall we do this?” Nic 
was a master at tracking with the zoom lens and covering the 
zoom with the track. So the camera was moving a lot more 
than you thought, and he did it a lot on Performance. He said, 
“Peter, you start zooming here”, then, “Just stop there.” And 
to the grip, “when you see Peter starting to fi nish then you 
take the speed up a bit” - all this kind of stuff.  And I think, on 
Performance, I don’t think he  had the zoom off the camera. It 
was one of those big Angenieux’s you know. This long with a 
crank on the side. It’s huge.

GB It’s a very fl uid fi lm Performance, isn’t it? You know, 
there’s so much movement...

MM Oh yeah. He lit that as well as co-directing it, and on 
that, he was always the one who was saying, “Now Donald, 

we’ve got to do a close-up of Meg because we need that 
to indicate this”, and “That’ll be the cut there”, he had a very 
cinematic mind about how it all went together. 

GB And do you think that was the case with Walkabout 
as well, it was all pre-planned?  I mean the wonderful 
thing, aside from the visuals themselves, is the way he 
structured and juxtaposed them, and he messes quite 
happily with time and space, which are features of all his 
later fi lms.

MM That’s right.

GB   I think you can see the gestation of that style 
happening in Walkabout.

MM Actually there’s a note here, I’ve written down here, 
“Massive scale even when we get in close, in close-up”. He 
wanted to emphasise that sort of fi gures in the landscape 
imagery.

GB And for those days the actual macro shots, of 
insects and other detail shots were visually shocking. 

MM Yeah, we were doing macro shots with the 9.8mm 
Kinoptic.

GB Really. Dropping forward out of the mount to get 
focus...

MM ...amazing really. Basically if we saw anything we shot 
it. We were in Tennant Creek, and we shot the end of the fi lm 
where the little boy’s in the mine and the truck comes down. 
And I took off with the continuity girl in one of the four-wheel 
drives, I had the Arri with me and I had a 600mm and the 9.8, 
and we camped and I shot sunrise, sunset every day. We 
must have had two Arris actually, and I put the 9.8 on one and 
the 600 on the other and set them up and free framed them 
and just ran around turning them on and shooting the sunset. 
And then we went to the North of Darwin where we did all the 
homestead sequences. We shot in the Flinders Ranges and 
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then we all got on the Ghan, with the trucks and everything. 

GB Shooting near Port Augusta...

MM ...Yeah, Port Augusta.  We only shot half the opening 
sequence,’cos John Meillon had an alcoholic seizure. The 
other half of the opening sequence was shot right at the end 
of the fi lm. We came back down to the Flinders Ranges, to 
fi nish off the opening. After the Flinders it was the Ghan up to 
Alice and then we all got thrown out of one hotel because the 

continuity girl was topless by the pool and we all got thrown 
out. [Laughs] Very funny. And then it was about half way 
between the Rock and Alice where the quandong tree was, 
and then the beautiful idyllic pool where they were swimming, 
that was  about nine kilometres this side of Kings Canyon. It’s 
quite a popular, well-known spot now. 

GB It’s a beautiful part of the world.

MM Yeah, I found that swimming hole.  We were looking for 
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the quandong tree and we were in one of those roadhouses, 
and I said to this bloke, behind the bar, I said, “Are there any 
springs around here”, and he said, “Oh there’s a beautiful 
one”, he said. “It’s on the way to King’s Canyon”, he said. 
“You go about 10kms short, you go into the right and you’ll 
see a bit of a track”. And he said, “Look, people come up 
from Melbourne with demijohns and I know one”, he said, “a 
doctor, he comes up here and he brings some demijohns up 
- fi lls ‘em up with the water,” he says, “It’s so pure.” Anyway... 

we found it and sure enough it was the most beautiful setting 
I’d seen.

GB Sure. It works brilliantly doesn’t it?

MM And then we went to Tennant Creek, and then on to 
Point Stewart, which is North of Darwin to do the abandoned 
house shooting.

GB That sequence in itself, it seems, how can I say 
...appropriately photographed, and yet it looks like 
completely available light, and I suspect it probably was, 
because it is obviously sunlight falling on those ruined 
walls.

MM Yeah, absolutely. 

GB And the stronger shadows that you discover 
inside made that place look even more bizarre, and an 
appropriate place to play out the death of the boy.

MM Yeah, and of course, it was there. We just found it. I 
can’t remember exactly how we found it, but yeah, there were 
great chunks of the roof missing, we got those great shafts 
of light going down. And that wonderful mango tree that he 

winds up hanging in, you know that was just there. It was all 
just there. I think the only thing Brian did was put a few faded 
photographs on the walls, and things like that. 

GB It’s an incredibly evocative scene. So moving.

MM Oh, I was just re-reading it actually, and it’s quite moving 
just to read it because she is such a complex character, the 
way she walks away from it all, you know.

GB Jenny Agutter had done a few fi lms before but was 
that the fi rst time you’d worked with her?

MM Yes. First time I’d ever worked with her. And the main 
thing she’d done before, was The Railway Children. And then 
she did a few more things, but not much. The last thing I saw 
her in, was a tv series of Alan Clark’s diaries - he was Lord 
Clark’s son. He was a renowned womaniser and he was in 
Thatcher’s government - and John Hurt played Clark and 
Jenny played his wife.  I think she married some very wealthy 
Norwegian or Swiss hotelier and probably just like a lot of 
actors, they think, “I’ve had enough of this”, you know.

GB There is a point in the childrens’ journey where 
there is a supered image of explorers trevelling the 
landscape on camels that is very reminiscent of Sid 
Nolan’s paintings of the same subject, it’s the fi rst 
surrealist sequence of shots in the fi lm that I can recall, 
and Louis Nowra in his Currency Press monograph 
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on Walkabout says, “So in 
doing this, Roeg sets up for a 
stylistic change of gear. Now 
that the children are with the 
Aborigine, the reasonably 
linear progress of the story 
changes. Roeg begins to be 
freer in his techniques as the presence of the black boy 
enables him to toy with western methods of story-telling. 
With it comes the adventurous, even audacious use 
of a battery of cinematic techniques: dissolves, freeze 
frames, grainy shots, handheld, formal camera set-ups 
and idiosyncratic editing. This sometimes bewilders the 
viewer by refusing to situate the scene within classical 
cinema and leaves the audience fl oundering. They may 
not know exactly where or when a scene is until it is 
played out. An example of this is when the black boy 
hunts for food early on in the trio’s journey. Unlike the 
straightforward spearing of the monocle lizard, this time 
the hunting is rendered with a mixture of stills, freeze 
frames and normal speed”.  When one looks now at what 
has become Roeg’s oeuvre, this is not such an unusual 
sequence.

MM No, no, it’s very much him.

GB Did you get the sense that he was experimenting 
even at that time, with trying to defi ne that style?

MM Absolutely.

GB A lot of those effects were created in post - 
dissolves and fast-cutting and so on.  Were you aware of 
these intentions during the shoot?

MM No, these are things Nic would have come up with 
later.  I can’t ever recollect him saying, “Oh when David goes 
hunting I’ll do some freeze frames or I’ll do this, or I’ll do 
that…”

GB And similarly with the slow motion, they would 
have been optical created? You wouldn’t have shot slow 
motion?

MM No, the fastest we could go was about, you know, 
you can maybe get an Arri up to 38 or 40 frames if you’re 
lucky. But we might have done a bit of that - over-cranking a 
bit. See the thing is, about Nic, he’s an immensely well-read 
man, he had many literary references, like in Performance, in 
references to the south American writer Bourges and there’s 
all these sorts of literary references, and that’s very much Nic, 
you know. He was an omnivorous reader, a highly intelligent 
man, but he was also, you know, way ahead of his time as a 
fi lm-maker.

GB Just going back to some of the reviews when the 
fi lm was released, there was a fair amount of criticism 
and questioning about the logic of the fi lm, but I think 
it’s really because many people didn’t understand what 
Roeg’s real intention was. When it was fi rst screened in 
Australia, a lot of people in the audience dismissed it 
because it didn’t follow the conventional narrative form, 

“How can the city-based man 
go out in his VW Beetle after 
picking the kids up from school 
and they’re suddenly in the 
desert?” But of course if you 
take that view, then none of the 
fi lm’s going to work for you. 

MM No, and somebody said to me: “Well it was ridiculous, I 
mean, how did they travel all the way up to Darwin and across 
to Mary Kathleen...” Somebody else said: “But why didn’t 
you do a sequence with Ayers Rock?” When we were reccy-
ing it, somebody mentioned Ayers Rock and Nic said, “But if 
they were at Ayers Rock they’d be found,” he said. “It’s a big 
landmark,” he said. “As amazing as it’d look to shoot there, as 
much as I’d like to, it doesn’t make sense, because they’d be 
found.” [laughs]  But yeah, as you say, if you applied that sort 
of criteria, you wouldn’t see any fi lms! [laughs]

GB Well, yes. I even read somebody was complaining 
about the wombat, you know, the wombat in that small 
scene where he sniffs at sleeping Lucy and John? 
Wombats in that country?

MM The wombat was fl own in specially. It was very well 
looked after, the wombat. He stayed in the motel and went 
back home after the shoot...I think it was from Sydney, the 
wombat.

GB What are your strongest memories of the shoot?

MM Well, really it was a road movie. We drove, we camped, 
we sometimes slept under the bloody cars, probably the only 
concession Jenny had was she had a little caravan. It was her 
caravan and then it went through a creek crossing somewhere 
and fell to bits, so she didn’t have her caravan anymore, but 
she was a real sport, I mean she couldn’t care less. And the 
catering was terrible until we got to Darwin and somebody, Nic 
or somebody, bumped into this English guy who was a retired 
car thief from Weymouth, England, and he said, “I’ll do the 
catering.” He said, “Do you like lobster?” and next minute we 
were eating really good food. That was for the rest of the trip. 

Well I recall, in terms of continuity, what I think was very 
amazing, was we had to go back, right all the way back down 
to the Flinders Ranges and complete the sequence of the 
children and the car burning and all the associated drama. 
And this is funny, because we built a wall there - because in 
the fi lm there’s a tracking shot in Sydney, across a wall, which 
carries on to the wall that’s in the Flinders Ranges - and years 
later I was up there doing a shoot and I was in the pub and 
this guy came up to me and he said, “Are you fi lming? You’re 
the fi lm people?” and I said, “Yeah, yeah,” and he said, “Oh, 
bloody amazing.” He said, “Years and years ago,” he said,  
“I’m a bricklayer and these people, they got me to build a wall 
out there, the other side of Port Augusta-Alice road.” He said, 
“I could never understand what it was all about.” [Laughs] It’s 
probably still there. He would’ve done a good job.

GB Yes, I read somewhere about Roeg’s interest in 
walls as transition devices.
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MM There’s lots of visual tricks with Nic, you know. The only 
batch of rushes we saw had a lot of the macro insect shots in 
it and we were in the open air cinema, and I can’t remember 
the prop man’s name, we’d all been recovering from the 
privations of the shoot and had had probably far too much 
to drink, and he got up and walked out saying, “Oh it’s all 
bloody shots of insects. It’s crap this fi lm,” and wandered off. 
[Laughs] ‘Cos nobody really knew what was going on.

GB So it’s a way of shooting that requires a great deal 
of trust, doesn’t it? On everybody’s part really.

MM Absolutely. And interestingly enough, I mean, you 
couldn’t do it now in the way we did it then.

GB Well you wouldn’t get insurance, for a start.

MM In fact I was approached – it never happened - but a 
director called Michael Aitkin had Tracks for a while. And he 
gave me a ring and said, “Do you want to come and have a 
talk about Tracks?” and I said, “Yeah,” and he more or less 
said would I like to do it, and I said, “Yes, I’d love to do it.” 
And he asked, “How did you do Walkabout?” and I told him 
just what I’ve said now - we just drove and shot and he said, 
“We couldn’t possibly do it with somebody like Julia Roberts - 
‘cos she had the property - it’s just impossible”. And now, you 
imagine what you’d have to lug along...having said that I’m 
sure there’s nothing to stop people going out and doing it their 
own way.

GB There is no doubt in my mind that Walkabout has 
infl uenced a great many fi lmmakers, especially those 
working in our great outback backlot. [Laughs] But that’s 
ok. I mean all fi lm is derivative, isn’t it? 

MM It’s like life, you know. I mean...there was a shot in one 
of Fellini’s fi lms featuring his wife - it was the circus one...I 
think the cameraman, I met him later, wonderful cameraman, 
Giuseppe Rotunno...I met him on a jury at Camerimage...
lovely man. And I don’t know how he did it but he had an 
incredibly strong back light, so one side of the face, all to 
there, was completely burnt out and then there was just 
enough fi ll to read the rest of it. And I’ve been trying ever since 
to pull that off. I’ve never got it right. I can never get it.

GB Giuseppe Rotunno shot some amazing fi lms 
including most of Fellini’s work. Extraordinary.

MM Yeah. He also shot On the Beach.  Ross Wood was the 
operator. I learnt an enormous amount from Nic, I learnt an 
enormous amount from Stanley [Kubrick], but also, starting 
out I learnt an enormous amount from Ross Wood. He was a 
really great cinematographer. 

GB Have you shot a digital-capture feature?

MM No. If I do this picture in England, later on in the year, it’ll 
be digital.  I’ve shot so much digital for commercials, it doesn’t 
bother me at all.  Somebody actually asked me the other day, 
“Oh, have you changed your lighting because of digital?” And 
I said, “Absolutely not! You’re dealing in images, that doesn’t 
change...the trick with it is the same as the trick with fi lm - you 
don’t under-expose. It’s as easy as that. You don’t say, “Oh 
I’m going to put it on 10000ASA and shoot with a candle,” 
and the blacks go to bits. It’s the same. You know if your 
meter says 2.8, it’s 2.8. Don’t think it’s 2 or if it’s 400 ASA and 
your meter says 2.8, that’s the bloody stop, there’s no ifs or 
buts about it. f
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32 /  ONE NIGHT THE MOON

An Australian Outback farming 
property in 1932.  One night a young 
girl (Memphis Kelly) climbs out of her 
bedroom window, entranced and 
attracted by the beautiful, beaming 
moon. When her parents go to check 
on their sleeping child, she is nowhere 
to be found.  The mother (Kaarin Fairfax) 
and father (Paul Kelly) spend the night 
looking for the girl, to no avail.  In the 
early morning the father turns to the 
local police for help.  The Sergeant 
(Chris Haywood) suggests that Allman 
(David Field) and their very best man, 
Aboriginal tracker Albert (Kelton Pel) set 

out to fi nd her.  But the father objects, 
insisting “no blackfella is to set foot on 
my land”.  Instead he gathers together 
as many white men as he can fi nd 
and conducts a line search across the 
desolate plains in search of the child.  
Albert watches helplessly as her every 
trace is stamped to dust.

Sometime later, with the daughter still 
not found, the mother makes a decision 
to defy her husband and seeks the 
help of Albert to lead her to her lost 
child.  Understanding the seductive 
power of the full moon Albert follows the 
track the missing girl would have taken 

and eventually fi nds her in a rugged 
ravine, but it is too late – the girl has 
perished.  The parents are devastated; 
the loss destroys their relationship.  The 
distressed father takes his own life.

***

The plot for the 2001 musical drama 
feature, Rachel Perkin’s One Night 
The Moon, was based on a true 
incident and inspired by the efforts 
of the Aboriginal Tracker Albert Riley, 
grandfather of the late photographer/
fi lmmaker Michael Riley.  This simple 
and typical story of a lost child in the 
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Outback, including the involvement of 
an Aboriginal tracker, is given greater 
complexity by the overlaying of a 
strong racial sub-plot and the resulting 
destruction of the lost child’s parents’ 
lives.

What makes this feature fi lm really 
quite unique, whilst at the same time 
enhancing the powerful emotional 
journey the audience experiences, is the 
fact that it is a musical, with most major 
scenes played out in music and song.  
The creative collaboration of Director of 
Photography Kim Batterham ACS and 
Director Rachel Perkins has succeeded 

in delivering one of the most intriguing 
and harrowing versions of the lost-child 
genre in Australian cinema.

The cinematography of One Night 
the Moon is simply stunning.  During 
a break between student shoots 
at AFTRS, where Kim Batterham is 
currently Head of Cinematography, he 
spoke to Geoff Burton about the shoot, 
for AC Magazine:

GB   I thought the look that you were 
aiming for with One Night the Moon, 
and ultimately that you achieved, was 
entirely appropriate to this idea of 

lost children. There’s a sombre-ness 
about the visuals - even the density 
suggests a confi nement - it’s not 
bright wide-open spaces. What was 
the process of defi ning the fi lm’s 
look?

KB It’s interesting actually. After I 
got the job and I started talking to 
Rachel about, you know, what we’d 
do - and they weren’t especially deep 
conversations. It’s interesting actually to 
watch the DPs and directors of today 
because they have very complex mood 
boards and they do a lot of, kind of 
“How will this look?” questioning.  In 

Kim Batterham ACS visualises



our case Rachel and I went on a survey, 
because I’d never been to the Flinders 
Rangers before that - I think that was 
my fi rst time, no, it was my second 
time there. I’d done a documentary 
out there on Meryl Tankard where 
we’d done some driving shots, some 
dramatisations; Meryl’s parents used 
to drive out to the middle of nowhere 
for school holidays, so we took her 
out there to do all these FJ Holden 
traversing the big brown land sort of 
shots. And funnily enough the story of 
One Night the Moon was based on a 
real story set in western New South 
Wales, around Coonabarabran, I think 
it was where the actual people lived 
where it occurred, but the fi lm followed 
available funding. There was no New 
South Wales funding forthcoming, for a 
time there was Victorian funding, so the 
fi lm was going to be set in Victoria, and 
apparently they started doing surveys 
around Mount Gambier, and then of 
course the SAFC...

GB Good old SAFC.

KB ...they always chip in the last fi fty 
grand. And so it became, you know, a 
South Australian shoot. There’d already 
been a survey by the producers and 
director, Rachel and Kevin and Aanya, 
and the Flinders Rangers was on the 
radar. So I went on my fi rst reccy and 
I took a camera with me, a 16mm 
camera to do a little bit of test shooting. 
The budget I think was a million dollars 
at that time for - 16mm, twenty days, 
5 day weeks, and about two or three 
weeks pre-production.

GB Was it planned for cinema 
release at that time?

KB Yeah. It was a co-production 
with the ABC originally, prior to Sandra 
[Levy] being the Head of Drama, there 
was a deal struck for the company, 
MAD Films, or Music Arts Dance Films, 
to make three fi lms where music was 
the driving force of the story. So the 
music comes fi rst - there’s the basic 

plot, but the music’s created by the 
composer and musicians and so on and 
then that informs the script and what 
we shoot. So rather than music being 
the last thing, music became the fi rst 
thing. So, Paul Kelly and the Aboriginal 
singer writer composer Kev Carmody 
co-authored the music. There were 
two or three other people involved too. 
They were the team. They composed all 
the music, all the songs, pre-recorded 
them, and we had the recordings before 
the shoot, in pre-production, as you 
would with a musical - lots of play back 
and everything. So, just coming back 
to your question... I’ve got the job and 
we go down to SA for the fi rst survey 
and Rachel was pretty clear about 
one thing: she didn’t want the Flinders 
Rangers to look like an ad for South 
Australia...and I’d been doing a lot of 
testing for bleach bypass on other fi lms, 
and it hadn’t fi tted or was too expensive 
or, you know, there was always some 
issue. During the nineties bleach bypass 
was sort of in and there’s some classic 
examples of people who wanted to do 
it, and weren’t able to do it, anyway, I 
thought to myself, “Well the landscape 
is fairly sombre anyway, it’s a kind of 
pretty harsh place, but it has these 
strong colours in it and there is a kind of 
contrast range in it as well, and really I 
need to fi nd a way to sort of push back 
against that.”  And because I’d been 
doing testing on bleach bypass I had a 
bit of experience with the intricacies of 
it, I thought, “Well, I think this’ll work, 
actually.” So we shot some footage to 
do more testing and I liked what I saw. 
That kind of increase of contrast, slight 
desaturation, kind of blocking up the 
mid-tones a bit more, creating that kind 
of...it’s not claustrophobic exactly but 
it’s a sort  of compressed look where 
something’s a bit impenetrable. And 
the role of landscape in that fi lm is 
important...in a way landscape was the 
number one character. Not Paul and 
not his wife and not the girl and not the 
tracker but the landscape had to be 
front and centre and if you believed in 
the power of the landscape then the fi lm 
would work. It wasn’t that complicated 
in a sense. My instincts led me to that 
method and then it worked. And we 
tuned the bleach, mucked around with 
how much bleach bypass to do and the 
full stop, the half stop, the two thirds, 
you know. I have to remember now 
who was processing it; I think it was 
ATLAB and CINEVEX made the kines. 
It was a bit complicated the post, with 
the two labs. Anyway, once we got over 
my fi ddling with the amount of bleach 
bypass, I was a little bit nervous so I 
hedged my bets slightly on the amount. 
But as I’ve discovered later, it’s a bit 
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like being pregnant; when you bleach 
bypass on the negative there’s no half 
way, really. They can say to you, “Oh 
we’re only doing a half stop bleach 
bypass”, or one stop; it’s all the same 
really, you know, it just comes out as 
what it is. But I was a bit sort of worried 
about the blow-up and how well the 
16mm negative would translate.

GB This was before digital 
intermediates of course?

KB Yeah, well it was planned to make 
a kine, because they couldn’t afford a 
conventional blow-up. When we made 
Black River with the same producers, 
that was a classic optical blow-up 
using aerial image, done up here at 
Movielab, with Rick Springer, and he did 
an amazing job.  Fantastic. Now, jump 
forward ten years; optical blow-ups are 
on the way out. Everyone’s switching 
to kines... we’re in a weird moment in 
fi lm history where we’re actually going 
backwards before we are able to move 
forwards. And it’s very hard, you know. 
You look at your work done in the late 
90s and it all looks terrible, because 
you’re shooting on 16mm going to 
standard def and then you end up with 
these digibeta masters and, you know, 
it’s hard to get better results... you can’t 
go back to the originals ‘cos who’s 
going to pay for it. Anyway, that’s the 
thing I’ve been fi nding with my archive. 
You look at the stuff you go “Oh!”

Yeah, so the landscape was the key 
thing and Rachel liked the images, and 
really after that it was kind of following 
our nose. Making sure things like time 

of day and, you know, plotting the shoot 
for best light.

GB You desaturated the colours 
beautifully. Did you do anything to 
achieve this other than the bleach 
bypass?

KB Well, bleach bypass kind of does 
that anyway. You end up muting reds 
so skin tones get pulled back a little bit. 
You get a slightly brown look overall. 
There’s a lot of magenta in the Flinders 
Ranges and if you just photograph it, 
especially at the ends of the day, it’s 
magenta to buggery, and that goes to 
brown very quickly. Like, it just twists 
like that. 

I had forgotten, the other fi lm I’d been 
down there for was the documentary, 
the sequel documentary, to Jenny 
and my story. We went down to Lake 
Torrens and we’d been out there and 
we’d done some work at dusk where 
the shadows, at the moment the 
shadows get infi nitely long as the sun 
sits on the horizon. Everything goes 
magenta, like you never see it anywhere 
else. And it was a moment we tried to 
get in One Night the Moon but we could 
never time it. It was either raining or 
something was going on, you know.  

In the printing they did a vision print and 
I was really unhappy with it ‘cos it was 
fl at. The blacks had no depth to them 
at all, and I said to them, “Oh we’ve got 
to do it again, this isn’t working.” And 
they were a bit, “Oh, really...?” So I said, 
“Yeah, we’ve got to do it on Premier 
stock. I’ve seen a little bit of that and 
I think that’s the go.” So we did an 

answer print on Premier and everyone 
was willing to pay the extra 7 cents 
a foot that it cost, but it looked really 
good. You could then start stretching 
the contrasts back out to engage the 
blacks. But the whites, you know, the 
highlights all just sat, but all that kind of 
mushy grey area just went snap. ‘Cos 
there was no detail there anyway, but 
on Vision you just couldn’t get it at all. 
It was impossible to get, and without 
having a DI and the grading that you 
have now...in fact, I did a fi lm in 2007, 
Closed For Winter, another lost child 
story actually, run away lost, and I 
was talking to Park Road about the 
prints, which were from DIs, and I said, 
“Let’s do them on Premier,” and they 
laughed and they said, “No, it’s ok. We 
can achieve that. We don’t have to go 
that path anymore. That’s all gone.” I 
was sort of disappointed. I sort of, you 
know...Premier! [Laughs] But it was 
exactly the right thing at that moment in 
the history of what we’ve gone through 
in the last twenty years. In ‘99 it was the 
only way.

GB In terms of the timeline 
of technical advances in 
cinematography it’s a unique 
moment... it’s a fi lm of its time. You 
may never ever achieve that look 
again.

KB No, no!

GB Yeah, which gives the whole 
project so much more value, because 
it seems to me an entirely unique 
look for the story. That was my 
fi rst impression when I saw it - the 
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sombreness of the imagery is just so 
in keeping with the drama. The other 
important point you make is about 
the importance of landscape to these 
stories. In the Flinders Ranges you 
do get that sense of lack of horizon, 
which can also add to the feeling of 
loss. There is open desert where you 
can get lost but not having a horizon 
creates a different sort of lost. It’s a 
different sort of bewilderment. 

KB We sort of kept away from the 
open views, we were right next to Lake 
Torrens and all those big open areas, 
but we were drawn, I think instinctually 
more than anything else, to the rugged 
ravines and the crevices and the places 
where you could get lost... where we 
were you could take ten paces and get 
lost. Whereas you walk out into a desert 
and it takes a while to get lost, and you 
can follow your footsteps almost, but in 
the rocky crevices and ravines, you go 
down into a ravine and you’re invisible, 
and I think maybe Rachel had thought 
about this a bit more than I had actually, 
but the reason why no one can fi nd the 
girl is that it’s a really complicated place, 
you know. I don’t think as a society 
we’ve ever really given Aboriginal people 
their due in terms of their encyclopaedic 
knowledge of landscape. They know 
that that fl ower will bud at that time, 
which means that that fi sh will be in 
that... you know, whatever it is, but 
it’s very complex and the relationships 
are very complex. So, the fact that the 

tracker could work these things out is 
not a surprise at all if you know anything 
about that culture.

GB How does this compare to 
the real event on which the fi lm is 
based?

KB In the actual event the girl died, 
only 50 metres or so, or very close, 
to the house, and the tracker would 
have found her in a fl ash had he not 
been bared from the search.  And the 
search party imagine of course that 
she’d travelled great distance before 
becoming lost so they spread out far 
and wide, with no knowledge of the 
landscape whatsoever apart from their 
everyday knowledge, but no greater 
depth or understanding. I think the 
tracker eventually did fi nd the body 
years and years later, you know, a long 
time. But she had fallen down a hole, 
broken her leg, or whatever, and died, 
I don’t know the exact details, but she 
was very close.

GB It was a smart idea adapting 
the storyline to give the tracker the 
knowledge that he knew that at this 
time in the cycle, when the full moon 
is out, a child is going to follow the 
moon. So it’s not just knowledge of 
the landscape, it’s knowledge of the 
mystical attraction of the moon...

KB ...and the mysticism of the 
landscape.

GB ... and the way it looks, the full 

moon. That’s what’s drawing her 
on. I thought that was very clever. 
Because of his understanding of 
this lunar power if the tracker hadn’t 
been prevented from searching he 
most likely would have followed the 
tracks in the direction of the moon 
and probably found her alive.

KB Yes, you bring up an important 
point that I’ve never really questioned, 
I don’t know who had the idea to put 
the moon in. You know what I mean? 
Like, it was just there. I read the script, 
makes sense, everyone talks about it 
all the time, I don’t mean in the story, 
but in pre-production and planning. 
It’s obvious we’ve got to get the moon 
right and we’ve got to do all this stuff 
to make the moon believable... And 
I didn’t think about the original story, 
because nobody would have talked 
about the moon in the original story, 
which happened in 1930, particularly.

I wish that we had that knowledge 
and familiarity with our environment, 
it’s complicated - all the adjectives you 
could use - but you know, maybe as 
a people we became displaced from 
landscape many hundreds of years ago. 
It’s a process that we’ve been in for 
maybe three hundred years, since the 
seventeen fi fties or something. Since 
the industrial revolution and so on, but 
maybe even further back than that.  We 
relied on the landscape and therefore 
we were part of it, and the moment we 
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stepped away from it, it’s different and 
we lose it. When you’re out there, you 
know, you wish you could see more, 
but you can’t, you’re blind. It’s like being 
blind. One just looks, the surface reality 
is there for you to appreciate, but that’s 
it really.

GB I know something I was going 
to ask - more specifi cally about the 
shooting.  All the sequences with the 
girl at night you shoot day-for-night 
while the adults are lit from sources 
and shot at night. What was driving 
that decision?

KB It’s a bit of a patchwork. Obviously 
the interiors are just night, night 
interiors. And then the girl has to step 
out of her window. So, we tented the 
veranda off, she steps out through the 
window  - and I created moonlight out 
on the veranda, that sort of hot glowy 
moonlight - so she steps out into that, 
and then I had this theory at the time 
that to believe day-for-night you had 
to have more than 30 per cent of the 
frame as black, you know...

GB  That’s not a bad rule of thumb.

KB Otherwise it could be anything, 
or it wouldn’t be specifi c enough. So 
then we go to a high shot looking down 
as she comes off the veranda, so you 
see her shadow - and we’re shooting 
at midday, so her shadow’s there - and 
you’ve got a bit of the veranda which 
is also black, so you’ve got that. Then 
the only shot really which is the tricky 
one, is then you go to a backlit shot 
of her running in slow motion, which is 
ramped - ‘cos we tried ramping as well 
- we were so groovy! So we did a 25fps 
to 50fps ramp, which we guessed, we 
didn’t have the fancy controls.  We just 
did the aperture pull and did the whole 
thing manually, ‘cos we could and we 
wanted to show off. That shot was 
backlit and there was nothing I could do 
about that, there was no way to get my 
30 per cent in but I fi gured we could get 
away with it. Then we had the big wide 
shot, huge wide shot where you see 
her running away. Well, we just graded 
the sky and made that as black as we 
could, you know what I mean - not 
black black - and the moon was put in 
later. 

And then the next shot was another 
high angle shot where you’ve got 
shadows of rocks, again back to 
my thirty per cent idea, and she’s in 
white, and I made sure that her white 
was white, rather than, you know, tea 
dyed or whatever. So then she’s going 
through that and then you got the last 
shot where she is kind of three quarter 
front lit, coming up into the foreground 

which is just before the last shot you 
see of her, which is going up that really 
steep ravine and hill and that had a bit 
of black being the shadow of a rock on 
the left side. So we just tried to keep 
that idea going. 

The parents’ panic run around the 
house is night-for-night. The father 
gallops to the police station in day- for-
night, and then he arrives at the police 
station in night-for-night. So it was a real 
quilt, and it was a great lesson actually, 
because nobody ever says, “Oh what a 
mish mash of stuff.”

GB No, I’m not surprised, it’s totally 
believable.  Like other aspects of 
cinematography, lighting seems to 
follow fashions as well. There used to 
be the view that if you were shooting 
exteriors in the countryside at night 
you needed to be able to see as far 
as possible even without the use of 
light sources, what I used to call the 
Disney look, so one shot DFN, often 
with multiple grad fi lters, fi lling with 
arcs etc, but now it has become okay 
to let the surrounding and distant 
view at night fall away into total 
darkness.

KB It’s a funny business this fashion 
of shooting, because I’m caught in a 
fashion maelstrom here [at AFTRS] 
in a way. The students now want 
to use heritage lenses on Alexas to 
get a sort of soft fl arey kind of look. 
We had Malcolm Richards’ Super 
Baltars up here for two weeks, which 
he’s renovated, and he said from 
the moment he took them out of his 
museum and did the renovation they 
have not been back in the box. Fifty 
years old. And now they’re dragging 
Ultra Primes out of Panavision, which 
we used to go, “Oh, Ultra Primes, no 
way! Oh God, we’re stuck with them”. 
And now they’re just desperate to shoot 
on them. And you go, “Oh, OK, but 
haven’t you heard of fi lters to achieve 
that look?” 

A lot of the conventions we grew up 
with have really been trashed, you 
know. But not completely...no, trashed 
is too big a word. They have been bent, 
and it often concerns how much detail 
you light in a frame: “OK, we want you 
to see that we’re in a lane,” you know, 
“This is a plot point,” but where the 
mood is more important than the plot, 
they go, “Oh the mood’s more important 
now. We’re just going to have black.” 
And it’s not just lighting, it often applies 
to coverage, shot sizes and even format 
changes.

GB So what you’re talking about 
being trashed is continuity, right?

KB Yes. 

GB Which always used to be 
our touchstone. That once you’ve 
fi nished pre-production and you 
established the look of the fi lm, then 
your main task as cinematographer 
was to deliver that, to maintain the 
continuity of that look.

KB And that locked the story together. 

GB One fi nal question Kim.  If you 
had chosen to shoot One Night the 
Moon digitally rather than on fi lm, 
what would have been the main 
difference?

KB Well...I can tell you a funny story 
about that from the fi rst day of the 
shoot. The sound recordist was coming 
up from Adelaide - we didn’t know him 
- and he was picking up the fi lm stock 
from the freight people in Adelaide. His 
van broke down on the Sunday en route 
to the Flinders Ranges location. He 
didn’t arrive until the Monday morning, 
fi rst day of shoot. We were already at 
the location, the featured farmhouse, 
which was a fi fty-minute drive from 
Hawker. So everyone was there. We 
built the track, set everything up. He 
was still late, he limped in with his old Hi 
Ace or something. Anyway, he arrives. 
My focus puller was desperate to load 
the cameras with fi lm, ‘cos we had no 
fi lm, so he rushed to the van, pulls open 
the back, drags out the Kodak stock, 
gets out his knife starts opening it and 
pulling the cans out. And I’m looking at 
the box going, “I know it says Kodak, 
but something’s wrong. I’ve never seen 
a box with Kodak written on it that looks 
like that. Ever.” It’s not 35mm, it’s not 
16mm, surely it can’t be Super 8. What 
is it?  It was 65mm IMAX stock. There 
was an IMAX shoot 100kms north of 
us at Lyndhurst. The sound recordist’s 
just gone into the freight offi ce and 
said, “Have you got any stock from 
Kodak?” The freight guy, without looking 
at the paperwork, without checking 
the production companies, had just 
gone, “Yeah. Here you go,” and given 
him what was probably 50,000 dollars 
worth of IMAX negative, or whatever it 
was - a lot of money anyway. He had 
then driven for two days to deliver it to 
us. We were ready to shoot and had no 
stock.

GB And neither did the IMAX crew.

KB Neither did they, although their 
stock was only 100km away, not 600km 
away like ours. So we lost the whole 
day basically. We rehearsed all day and 
had to catch up that day’s shooting at 
the back end. The lost day would not 
have happened if we were shooting 
digitally! f
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In the recent history of Australian Outback literature two books 
stand out from a library of many.  The adventurer/writer Robyn 
Davidson’s 1980 Tracks is one, the other, published in 1986, 
is English traveller and writer Bruce Chatwin’s The Songlines.  
These books are structured around the Central Australian 
journeys of the two authors; Chatwin on an intellectual quest 
for knowledge about Aboriginal songlines as part of a wider 
understanding of nomadism, Davidson on a grand adventure 
to trek with camels from Alice Springs to the West Australian 
coast, across 2,700 kms of Central and Western desert. 
These books are not about lost children, but they both touch 
on an even more profound loss – that of the link to Country for 
so many Indigenous Australians and the consequent loss of 
dignity, self esteem and happiness that ensues.

Both Tracks and The Songlines were immediate international 
best sellers when fi rst published, were translated into many 
languages, and are still in print today. Film rights were 
negotiated and screen plays for both projects were adapted 
and developed over many years. Tracks attracted the interest 
of various international actresses and came close to production 
on at least fi ve occasions. The producers Emile Sherman and 
Iain Canning have fi nally been able to realise the project with 
Mia Wasikowska in the lead role and the fi lm began shooting in 
October 2012. The Songlines is yet to be fi lmed.

The producers of Tracks wisely put together a powerful 
creative partnership to drive the fi lm’s visualisation: Director 
John Curran and Director of Photography Mandy Walker ACS. 
Both Curran and Walker, working on their fi rst feature shoot 
together, have reputations for tackling eccentric and diffi cult 
projects, and as evidenced by their enigmatic CVs, invariably 

manage to carry them off with style and sophistication. Tracks 
is no exception.

Prior to the fi lm’s Australian release it screened at the Venice 
Film Festival where it was reviewed by Variety’s Justin Chang: 
“The trip’s episodic progression across hundreds of miles of 
dry, cracked terrain imparts a necessary sense of monotony 
without devolving into tedium, conveying each new peril, as 
well as each unexpected blessing, in vivid cinematic language. 
From the hazards of training a temperamental camel or 
navigating a dusty windstorm to the pleasures of diving into 
a man-made oasis after weeks without bathing, Robyn’s 
experiences gain heft and resonance from Curren’s direction, 
which patiently teases out individual moments rather than 
rushing to get them over with. Lensed at the beginning of the 
hot season in the deserts of South Australia and the Northern 
Territory, Tracks further benefi ts from DP Mandy Walker’s 
magnifi ently composed and textured widescreen images; the 
result is a fi lm so persuasive in its aridity that it demands to 
be seen with an ice-cold beverage in hand. Dusty oranges 
and rusty reds dominate a palette heavily infl uenced by Rick 
Smolan’s photographs (singled out in the credits), as well as 
such atmospheric classics of ‘70s outback cinema as Nicolas 
Roag’s Walkabout and Ted Kotcheff’s Wake In Fright.”

AC Magazine caught up with Mandy Walker when she was 
working on the grading of Tracks’ digital intermediate with that 
Guardian Angel of many Australian cinematographers, Olivier 
Fontenay (the present day incarnation of Colorfi lm’s legendary 
Arthur Cambridge). Geoff Burton spoke to her about the shoot:

GB When you and John started to talk about Tracks 
what were your references?
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MW Nic Roeg’s Walkabout was a strong reference for us 

actually, because when I fi rst started talking to John about the 

fi lm he wanted to look at fi lms of the seventies, because our 

fi lm was set in the seventies, the late seventies, and so that’s 

something that we wanted to pay homage to - so the fi lm 

would look like it comes from that time and we shot on fi lm, 

in anamorphic, which is something that John very strongly 

wanted to do, it was a battle, I have to say, but that’s how we 

shot it.

Another strong reference for us was Ted Kotcheff’s Wake In 

Fright. But I still think the fi nal fi lm looks a little more modern... 

it’s like a modern version of those movies, like we didn’t stick 

to the way they shot them religiously or anything like that. The 

camera moved a lot on this fi lm and we also tried to cover it 

in more of a classic sense. There’s no handheld in the movie, 

it’s all quite composed with dollies and a little bit of steadycam 

and cranes - we tried to use a crane when we could. But we 

did go out there with a small crew.
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GB Did you have any lighting with you?

MW I had a little bit of lighting. Mainly for the day interiors 

and there were only three days of them. One of them was in 

a town so I had some HMIs for that, in a pub, one 18K and 

a 6K and a 4K. But when we went out into the desert we 

had very basic lighting... in fact it was interesting because we 

had some scenes at night and I had no big night lighting kit, 

there’s no way we would have been able to do it. We couldn’t 

get a generator out to where we were shooting and we were 

in the middle of nowhere anyway so it would have had to 
been brought to Adelaide. So, I looked at a lot of fi lms that 
had been shot in the desert, westerns, and day for night and 
a whole lot of stuff. I ended up using the fi relight and kinos, 
making a big fi re and then putting those, like covered wagons 
but without the cover, you know like a piece of timber with 
four incandescent lights on it, 150 watts. I had two of those 
that I’d put next to the fi res and then a couple of 1Ks that we 
would put on the camels in the background, and let it go to 
black beyond that. So we had fi re and then it went to black. 
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And I was really scared at fi rst and thinking, “Oh no”, but I 
reckon it worked really well.

GB It does look real though when you are by a fi re.

MW That’s right, yeah.

GB It might be bright moonlight or bright starlight but 
once you’re sitting by a fi re, that’s it.

MW Yeah. It’s the primary source and then it goes to black. 
So I’m really happy with that, and really the battens of lights 
that I had didn’t give me a lot of light. They just changed the 
colour temperature a little bit because the fi relight as you 
know is really warm, it was around 2200 Kelvin or something 
like that, so all the battens did was just give me half a stop of 
light and bit of white light mixed in so it ended up being more 
like 2500-2600.

GB It’s a little kinder on faces. 

MW Yeah, exactly, so it wasn’t just super red. But that to me 
was a challenge actually. It’s something I hadn’t done before, 
because normally if I’ve done night exteriors I’ve had a big 
moonlight source.

GB Do you have a view about day-for-night?  Do you 
just not like it or was it not appropriate in this case?

MW Well, I did a little test. I think because we were in the 
desert with big skies and to me the only way it [DFN] works 
is if the skies end up being darker than the ground and that 
meant that it would be a visual effect, because I wouldn’t 
always be able to ND down or whatever. I actually spoke to 
Andrew Lesnie about that because at one stage I was thinking 
about day-for-night, but we didn’t have a lot of money on this 
fi lm to do stuff like that so I didn’t think it was going to work 
for us. I mean if you were in a forest or something and you 
don’t see a lot of sky, I think it works better. So for us with just 
big, big skies and fl at landscape I thought it wouldn’t work. 

GB The sky can be the big killer with day-for-night. In 
Walkabout Nic Roeg and Mike Molloy get away with it 
because in most cases they’re actually in gullies looking 
down and in deep rocky crevices and once you can 
exclude the sky, it seems a viable way to go.

MW Yeah, I looked at what they’d done, and they were in a 
riverbed in one scene and it did work for them there.

GB So, is Tracks the fi rst fi lm you’ve done with John Curran?

MW Yeah. I’d done one commercial with him - maybe ten 
years ago, something like that. 

GB Such an interesting director. I wish he were more 
prolifi c. I’d like to see more fi lms by him.

MW I know. He was great. Just smart and knew what he 
wanted.

GB So did you have any discussions about shooting 
style, specifi cally for this fi lm, in addition to the fi lm 
references you’ve spoken about already?

MW The fi lms were important to us but we also looked at 
paintings, Sidney Nolan’s and Fred Williams’ and painters 
like that, more for a colour palette, because where we were 

going a lot of those locations are similar to what those artists 
were painting. But really what we did in the end was spend 
time reccying all the locations and we were really quite true 
to what they were. I mean that we picked locations that were 
working because of the atmosphere...just the physicality of 
how they worked for the scenes, you know what I mean - in 
terms of what was going on with her emotionally at that stage 
of her trek, and so when I’m doing the DI now I’m not actually 
changing things a lot, I’m being true to what we actually saw 
and photographed.

GB So as a methodology did you make concessions in 
the shoot knowing you’d be taking it through a DI? 

MW There’s a couple of scenes which I don’t like...there’s 
a couple of scenes when something I’ve lit I know I can fi x in 
the DI, you know how you can get away with it. But I never 
go into a shoot with that in mind. There’s just, maybe there’s 
a couple of shots where I know, “Oh, I can make that wall 
darker”, you know what I mean? Where on the day I didn’t 
have time to fi x it. We didn’t have much time to shoot this fi lm 
actually because we had to include travel time so we only had 
six or seven hours to shoot each day, with two cameras, and 
moving camera all the time, so my guys were just working 
really fast.

GB I shot Michael James Rowland’s Lucky Miles on the 
same SA locations you used and we lost an enormous 
part of each day just getting to and from lodgings.

MW That’s what happened to us. Same thing. We had four 
hours travel, three to four hours at least. And it used to annoy 
me ‘cos we’re driving along, and I’d open one eye and see 
that wonderfully lit landscape. Why aren’t we shooting this! So 
frustrating.  It meant that we never had dawn, really. Because 
we’d always get into location and push to the end of the day 
so we could use the last light. Yeah. That was just how we 
had to roll.

GB I’ve not read the screenplay but I know the original 
book very well. It’s like a road movie on camelback, isn’t it?

MW That’s right.

GB It’s a journey, so there has to be a progression of 
scenery, you can’t just shoot it in a square kilometre, you 
have to move around.

MW Yes, but I think we found most of the locations on two 
properties near Parachilna.  We were on these two properties 
for most of the time and they had a lot of different looks and 
that’s what was great about it.  There was a salt pan there, 
there were some red dirt hills, there was just gravelly brown 
sort of shaley soil...and then we went out to Uluru and we 
shot around there a bit and down to Coffi n Bay for the beach 
location for the end of the movie.

GB You’re happy in the outback, shooting outback 
locations?

MW Yeah, I really love it.  That’s the reason I wanted to work 
with John, but also, when I read this script, I thought, “I would 
love to do this movie”, you know. It interested me a lot.

GB You’ve worked with such interesting directors over 
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“... it used to annoy me ‘cos we’re 
driving along, and I’d open one eye 

and see that wonderfully lit landscape. 
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the years. I think I’ve seen all your fi lms, except maybe 
one or two from the US, but basically all the Australian 
fi lms. For instance, Ray Lawrence’s Lantana, what an 
intriguing looking fi lm that is. There’s a great diversity 
of looks in your fi lms.  Obviously you’re responding to 
director and script rather than maintaining a constant 
style to your work?

MW Yes. I like doing a diversity...I like doing something that’s 
different than I’ve done before. After Baz Lurhman’s Australia, 
I did Catherine Hardwicke’s Red Riding Hood which was 
completely different and it was totally on stage and it was like 
a fairy tale.

GB: And such beautiful lighting.

MW: Oh, thank you.

GB: I was wondering when I saw Red Riding Hood 
whether we would ever see you again shooting Australian 
fi lms, based on Australian stories in the bush again. You 
looked to be so at home on a large stage - you must have 
had a wonderful studio crew. 

MW: I did. It was shot in Vancouver and I had a really good 
crew there. It was a good experience, but I learnt a lot of that 
from shooting Australia, of being on stage, because we shot a 
lot of Australia on stage, with blue screen and major sets.

GB: Do you have a preference for studio or location 
shooting?

MW: I like both. I think I like having different challenges. I’ve 
just fi nished another fi lm in the desert, in New Mexico  - a 
western - so it’s sort of being outdoors again but it’s quite 
different as well, and that was really nice too. But yes, I like 
having challenges and as I like to say every time you do 
a movie, I’m sure you fi nd the same thing, there’s always 
something that you have to do that you haven’t done before. 
And that really interests me, like doing these fi re sequences 

with no lighting; I took that on as a challenge and I thought I’m 
going to make it look beautiful with nothing.

GB: In fact there’s often a sort of internal challenge 
within yourself to make it diffi cult or to do something 
that you haven’t done before that you really want to. You 
know, there may be a way around a problem, but here’s 
an opportunity to try that way.

MW: Yeah. I like that too.

GB: I like modifying and adapting lenses - anything really 
that you can put in front of the camera gate.

MW: Well, we had some interesting lenses on this fi lm actually. 
I ended up bringing a focus puller from the States because I 
couldn’t get anyone here with enough anamorphic experience 
at the time. I got into trouble with the union here but everyone 
was working on Fury Road and Wolverine and you have to 
have someone that knows anamorphic.  The guy I brought 
had made a lens to use in Woodland Hills with Dan Sasaki, 
a 45mm macro, and we used that a lot on Tracks for stuff 
that we couldn’t have got with normal anamorphic lenses 
or without diopters. And we had an anamorphic 2800mm 
lens that we used quite a lot. I didn’t even know it existed, 
and it’s not on their inventory or anything, it was hidden in 
the bowels of Panavision somewhere and Michael Bay had 
made it for a shot or a sequence on a fi lm. And we had that 
and we used it too because one of our references was David 
Leane’s Lawrence of Arabia and they had that really long 
lens desert heat haze effect and John wanted to have that. 
We had a zoom that went to 840mm, that 3:1 zoom, but he 
wanted longer than that and so I sent Larry on a mission and 
he came back with that lens. We were all just going “Wow”. 
And you couldn’t breathe around it, once it was on the camera 
everyone had to walk away and a couple of times we had 
wind, and the visual effects people had to stabilise it because 
the front element’s that big and a little bit of wind...anyway that 
was interesting. And I’d never done anything like that before.

GB: If you were unrestricted by budget or logistics and 
you were given a feature project and you had a choice 
of shooting it digitally or on fi lm, would you have a 
preference?

MW: I think it depends on what you’re shooting. I know on 
this fi lm with lots of day exteriors out in the desert, I think 
fi lm was a good choice, because it handles the highlights 
better. But I think if you were doing an urban night shoot, for 
instance, I would probably say digital would be better. 

I haven’t shot a digital feature yet. I did a tele movie last year 
on Alexa and I shoot commercials on digital all the time, but 
not a movie yet.  I mean the movie I just did - I don’t know if 
you know anything about it but I came in to replace Darius 
Khondji...

GB: This is the New Mexico shoot?

MW: Yeah. It’s called Jane Got A Gun. The director didn’t 
turn up on the fi rst day of the shoot, and when the costume 
designer, production designer left with her, and a new director 
came on and then I got a call to come in so I took over from 
Darius and they were already shooting fi lm anamorphic, so 
that was a done deal. I hope fi lm doesn’t go away because I 
think it should always be available as a choice. f
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“The guy I brought had made a lens, a 45mm 
macro, and we used that a lot on Tracks for 
stuff that we couldn’t have got with normal 

anamorphic lenses or without diopters. We had 
an anamorphic 2800mm lens that we used quite 

a lot. I didn’t even know it existed.”
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David Gulpilil spectacularly launched his acting career in Nic 
Roeg’s WALKABOUT playing the complex role of a young 
Aboriginal initiate who comes across two lost European 
children and guides them to safety, ultimately at deadly cost to 
himself.  Forty-two years later and David is starring in Catriona 
McKenzie’s fi rst feature fi lm, Satellite Boy, this time playing 
Jagamara, the grandfather of the ten-year-old Pete (Cameron 
Wallaby) who becomes lost in the Kimberley country with his 
best friend Kalmain (Joseph Pedley).  Starving and thirsty the 
two lost boys survive their ordeal by applying the traditional 
bush skills that Pete’s grandfather had taught him.

Catriona McKenzie talks about David Gulpilil’s contribution 
to the fi lm: “Just like his character in the fi lm, David’s 
wisdom and guidance was instrumental to the outstanding 
performances given by the two lead boys, both fi rst time 
actors, cast from an Australia wide search.  Directing David, 
one of Australia’s living legends, was an extraordinary 
privilege.  He works on an extremely intuitive level and has a 
very quick understanding of what’s happening not only with 
his own character, but all the characters in the fi lm.”

Inevitably fi lmgoers draw parallels between Walkabout and 
Satellite Boy, in addition to the casting of David Gulpilil, and 
Catriona acknowledges the infl uence of Nicolas Roag’s 
fi lm and his broader body of work. She set out to write her 
screenplay in 2007:  “I wanted a most simple story.  Satellite 
Boy is a sculpture, à la Brancusi, a bird in fl ight.  It’s the 
essence of a thing.  It needs to be viewed with space around 
it – so familiar, yet with enough surrounding space to allow it 
to take on the highest stakes possible.  It needs to be familiar, 
yet simple so we can feel!  I wanted to make a story about love 
and courage.  Family – one’s ancestral connection to country.”

The all-location fi lm was shot in the Kimberley region of 
Western Australia with town scenes in and around Wyndham 
and the spectacular and seldom fi lmed Bungle Bungle 
Ranges providing landscape for much of the boys’ journey 
through country.  Satellite Boy is the fi rst feature to be given 
permission to fi lm in the world heritage listed area and for 
producer David Jowsey consulting with the traditional owners 
of the Bungle Bungles was a long but ultimately rewarding 
and important process.  Realising that the value of traditional 
Aboriginal culture was innate to the story, the fi lm garnered 
strong support from the owners.

The choice of the Kimberley location was imperative for 
Catriona Mckenzie:  “One of the reasons I wanted to fi lm 
in the Kimberley is that the country is strong.  It hums with 
stories.  Satellite Boy is based on the understanding that one’s 
connection to country is an everyday, intimate relationship 
that refreshes you.  It keeps you strong.  This is what the 
Kimberley ‘country’ offers us, and the fi lm.  You can feel it.  
You can feel the throb of its energy in your body.  And we all 
have a connection to the stars and to country.”

“Family relationships hold you close but the message of this 
fi lm is that, in the end, it is the powerful pull we feel for country 
that matters most.  It transcends archetypal ideas like Mother 
and Father – its closer to the idea of Heaven.  The Milky 
Way is heaven but even then it is just a refl ection of what lies 
below.  In the end, the Milky Way and the country, they refl ect 
each other in perfect symmetry – Heaven and Earth.  And 
it’s also very simple: what can be achieved between the two 
poles of love and courage.”

“Crewing up for a fi lm is like putting a great dinner party 
together – you want to be with great talent but have a great 
time too”, says Catriona McKenzie.  It is no surprise that she 
chose to work with Director of Photography Geoffrey Simpson 
ACS, one of Australia’s most thoughtful and fi nest landscape 
cinematographers.

When AC Magazine caught up with Geoffrey to talk 
about his work on Satellite Boy he was on location, 
back in Western Australia, shooting Kriv Stender’s 
new feature fi lm Kill Me Three Times.

GB Can you tell me about your pre-production 
relationship with Catriona McKenzie?

GS My relationship with Catriona developed over 
several years.  It was almost three years earlier that 
we fi rst met and talked about the fi lm.  I liked her 
immediately, she was straightforward and honest 
and we have developed a good friendship.  She had 
many ideas that were refl ected in the script and dealings 
with Sam Hobbs [Production Designer] and myself.  I 
looked at Walkabout to be reminded of Nick Roeg’s work 
and Catriona and I talked about it.  We went for a tougher 
landscape than say Baz Lurhmann’s Australia.  The beautiful 
valleys and waterfalls found around “El Questro” for example 
were avoided. They were perhaps too picture-postcard like 
and obvious. There is a quietness, simplicity and ruggedness 
to the Australian landscape that I love...this is where Satellite 
Boy headed.

When we came to the actual shoot, a trust developed and I 
made suggestions that Catriona liked. She had her hands full 
with our non-actor boys and a fragile David Gulpilil. I do not 
remember any arguments or disagreements between us, only 
a shared frustration at budget and schedule constraints.

Catriona and I had originally talked about having a week or 
more on the road, camping out in swags with a small crew to 
maximise the locations and early and evening light.  I would 
have loved this approach, however Production chickened out 
on this idea for various reasons.  Our budget did not allow for 
overtime, which meant travelling was included in the day.  This 
became a major limitation as the distances between locations 
were huge and many ended up too far out of range for our 
time frame.

Geoffrey Simpson ACS on the 
SATELLITE BOY location shoot



“David’s wisdom and guidance was 
instrumental to the outstanding 

performances given by the two lead 
boys, both fi rst time actors.”
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GB It seems to me that all your fi lms are characterised 
by masterly use of the available light occurring at different 
times of the day, Satellite Boy being a good example. 

GS The opening sequence was always meant to be pre 
dawn, dark and moody with fi rst light coming four or fi ve shots 
into the sequence.  David Gulpilil felt the “white fellas were 
all mad as it was still dark outside” and there was no point in 
getting out of bed.  He had a point and so arrived an hour later.

Many scenes in the script, and logically, should have been 
played at dawn or dusk, however our time, budget and the no 
OT rule did not allow this to happen, even shooting dusk for 
dawn.  Again a massively under budgeted Australian fi lm for 
what was in the script.  Scenes had to be deleted or simplifi ed 
to get the work done in the time.  The original idea of a week 
on the road with the kids with a camera and some bounce 
would have lifted the look of this picture in terms of light and 
location.  Next time perhaps.

We did get some nice light at the drive-in cinema.  Sam 
Hobbs did a brilliant job with this set, he and Catriona having 
found the location before I arrived.  It was close to Wyndham 
so we could at least get some dusk work done there.  I worked 
out the orientation for light and plotted the drive in track for the 
builders to preserve the soft yellow grasses... this of course 
became the driveway for the crew.  The gaps in the drive-in 
screen were carefully designed and this broken shape against 
the landscape became a strong signature for the fi lm.
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During Pre I visited this set many times to watch the light and from 
photographs could see we were going to get some great looks.  The 
scenes around the campfi re with the screen in the BG turned out as 
expected, though we were straining the relationship with the sensor a fair 
bit.  There was a little white line along the bottom of the waveform monitor 
and I could see that in Raw there was some detail, though not bloody 
much.  I was too scared to look at my light meter.  So we shot wide open 
on the Master Primes, we had some blue light hitting the screen and 
helped the fi re with gas bars and household globes through a fl icker Unit.  
We kept shooting until it was too dark to see the camera.  On fast Kodak 
Vision 500 stock, which seemed to have a slight blue bias, I have been 
amazed how long it was possible to hold exposure in the sky after sunset.  
I am not sure which capture method would win this competition now!

We were very lucky with traditional landowners of the various landscapes 
we shot in and had help and support for all locations.   Chris Veehius our 
location manager negotiated with the two aboriginal tribal groups to get 
access to the Bungle Bungles, which was a highlight of the shoot.   We 
had to carry gear in on camp stretchers and managed to get some good 
material, but again the tight schedule meant we missed the perfect light in 
the canyon scene.  

I am going on a bit about this current aspect of Australian fi lm making, but 
feel it is important to point out that the new order of fi ve, six and seven 
week shoots brings a massive amount of compromise that only people 
who were there know how good it could have been given more time.

Film making has changed, we use more shots to tell the story, we want 
to move the camera more, we need to be faster and more organised on 
set, we need to anticipate. But we also need more time.  Unfortunately the 
precedent has been set and good-looking pictures are being made in these 
shorter time frames.  Architects say, “The devil is in the detail” after Mies 
van der Rohe.  I think the same applies to fi lm and the extra week can lift 
the detail and polish of a fi lm to a quantifi able degree and help Australian 
fi lm be more competitive with the US product’s production values.

GB How did you choose and set-up your digital shooting kit and 
crew?

GS We used an Arri Alexa 16:9 shooting Arri Raw and recording with the 
on-board Codex recorder as well as on the S X S cards.  We extracted 
the 2.39:1 frame from 16:9 to give the wide screen big picture look.  Our 
lens package included a 24mm-290mm Angenieux Optimo zoom and a 
set of Master Primes: 18mm 21mm 25mm 32mm 50mm 75mm 100mm.  
All our equipment came from Red Apple where the service and equipment 
were excellent. 
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“It is important to point out that the new 
order of fi ve, six and seven week shoots 

brings a massive amount of compromise that 
only people who were there know how good it 

could have been given more time.”
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John Durney from E Film was our Data Wrangler, though 
Simon Albery was involved in the fi rst extensive testing of the 
equipment and the Codex Recorder.  We did elaborate testing 
at Red Apple in low light and full sun at Clovelly Beach.  I 
watched the tests at E Film on their large screen with Olivier 
Fontenay where we set some basic LUTS.  The tests were 
very impressive in terms of resolution and exposure latitude.  
The detail from the extracted frame of the sensor with Arri 
Raw was extraordinary.

Our camera crew consisted of Gavin Head as First AC/Focus 
puller and Second AC/Loader was Dan Walsh.  Camera, 
attachment was Kadeem Hunter.  Everyone did an amazing 
job in fairly tough conditions.  Dust seemed to be the main 
issue for gear, so there was lots of after hours cleaning.  The 
heat was OK, though the idea of an on-set Data Van with air 

con, became a room in the Production Offi ce with air con.  
John Durney put in some very long days.  Data wranglers all 
seem to work monster hours. Back-up Hard Drives were sent 
to E Film and additional back up and LTO tapes were made 
there. 

Our Gaffer and sole member of the electric crew was Mark 
McCumber working out of a Toyota Ute.  We had 1 x 2.5K 
HMI, 2 x 575K HMI, one blonde, four redheads, 2 x 4 foot 
Quad Kino Flo, a fl icker unit for fi re FX, a 12 x 12 Ultra 
bounce, and some solid black for neg fi ll and some polly and 
muslin for bounce.  I have had more equipment on many 
documentaries.

Our one-man Grip Department was Greg McKie who had a 
Toyota Tray top and box trailer.  He carried a Panther Dolly, 
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“I had the luxury of a stand up tent while many of the crew 
had to get dressed sitting down.”
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without the background noise. 

For more info on this award winning range, freecall 1800 648 628, 
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MKE 600, along with its professional accessories, make up 
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skate board dolly and about seventy feet of track, plus a small 
package of the usual stuff.  We had a swinger who helped 
grip and electrics, Keith Bichard, though after some of our 
night/dusk shoots I would look around and see most of the 
crew picking up cables and C Stands just like the early days 
of low budget Oz fi lm making.

We did tracking shots from Greg’s trailer and later I found 
a Van with hatch back type door. It was owned by a local 
Aboriginal mechanic and was fi lled with tools. There was so 
much oil on the fl oor we had to cut a new fl oor in chipboard. 
The ignition key was a screwdriver jammed into the keyhole 
and it required a push start every time. This became a ritual. 
The entire kids’ bike riding work was shot this way.

We were based at the Wyndham caravan park so shared the 
ablutions block facilities with tourists and truck drivers who 
drove the road trains carrying low-grade iron ore though town 
every twenty minutes. I had the luxury of a stand up tent while 
many of the crew had to get dressed sitting down. The last 
two weeks were at the Kununurra caravan park.

GB Your images seem to me to refl ect a deep respect 
and understanding of landscape.

GS I have a long developed relationship with the Australian 
landscape.  My father was an engineer who took my three 
brothers and I on “expeditions” when we were young.  Off to 

the bush to visit a mate on a property, visiting an abandoned 
quarry to look at rocks... I had my sixteenth birthday on the 
Birdsville Track, met Tom Kruse the mailman, saw brumbies 
running between the sand hills, camels rearing on hind legs 
to smash trees for tucker, slept in a swag to wake at dawn.  
Later after Art School, I worked for Western Mining for fi ve 
months, based a hundred K’s north of Meekatharra in WA.  I 
worked with two Aboriginal men and a Canadian.  We slept 
outside for the whole time, even in the rain.  Our work was soil 
sampling using trail bikes.  I continue to enjoy camping in the 
bush.

I did Graphic Design at the SA School of Art and while 
there went to my fi rst fi lm festival to see European and 
Japanese fi lms for the fi rst time.  The study of the Australian 
impressionist painters Charles Condor, Fredrick McCubbin 
and Tom Roberts made a big impact. I am good friends 
with landscape painter Many Martin and have travelled on a 
painting trip with her up the Strezlecki Track.  Seeing SHANE 
as a kid and being blown away with the Grand Tetons back 
drop.  John Ford’s work in Monument Valley.  It’s been a slow 
build over the years of loving landscape and the Australian 
bush, seeing its many moods and ever changing light. 
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becomes clear that Swan walks a fi ne line between the police 
establishment and the Indigenous community.

Three of Sen’s feature fi lms are set in country Australia and 
involve Indigenous themes and characters (the other fi lm, 
Dreamland, shot in Nevada, is still to be released in Australia), 
and he draws extensively on his own experiences in country 
communities.  In explaining this Sen has said: “There’s a lot 
of thematic detail in Mystery Road, which I fi nd diffi cult to 
articulate outside the fi lm.  The fi lm is full of my childhood 
and adulthood experiences. From the murdered young girl 
found under the highway, to the gunplay of the cowboys, 
the elements are largely drawn from my own country life 

In the muddy pastels of pre-dawn light a long-distance 
truckie is pulled over on an empty stretch of country highway.  
Disturbed by a sound, maybe a wild dog or other animal, he 
climbs down to the under-road culvert and there fi nds the 
decomposing corpse of one of Australia’s Lost Children, an 
Indigenous teenage girl.

This is the opening scene of Ivan Sen’s fourth feature fi lm, 
Mystery Road, and within minutes the audience senses the 
nature of Sen’s story-telling journey on which they have just 
embarked.  The guide for the journey is police Detective Jay 
Swan (Aaron Pederson) who has just resumed his post at the 
town’s police station after a period working in the city.  It soon 

Ivan Sen’s Journey along 

MYSTERY ROAD

Image courtesy of Mystery Road Films.
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experiences.  A few years ago, a distant cousin of my mother 
was found dead under a roadway in northern NSW.  She 
had been stripped and brutally murdered.  The police have 
seemingly done very little to bring her killer to justice and this 
has brought resentment from the local Indigenous community.  
I have also wanted a chance to express the gun culture from 
my childhood.  In the country, people rarely go into nature 
purely for the nature experience. There’s usually always a 
reason for it.  I grew up surrounded by a hunting culture.”

All of Ivan Sen’s fi lms, including a collection of shorts and 
documentaries made before and after his fi rst feature fi lm, 
Beneath Clouds, are intensely personal, not only through 

storyline choices but through his insistence on maintaining 
maximum hands-on control through the fi lm making 
experience.  This does not imply any sense of sameness in his 
work; in fact each fi lm is distinctly different from the previous 
one, because as Sen explains, each fi lm project is a stepping-
stone on the path to even more complex and interesting 
creative experiences.

With Mystery Road Ivan Sen re-defi nes the role of the auteur 
in cinema.  Not content to just be the Writer/Director, in this 
fi lm Sen is also credited as Director of Photography, Editor and 
Composer.  What makes this feat so extraordinary is that in each 
of these roles Sen’s work is not just competent, it is exemplary.  

“From the murdered young girl found under 
the highway, to the gunplay of the cowboys, 
the elements are largely drawn from my own 

country life experiences.”



When Larissa Behrendt reviewed Mystery Road for the 
Guardian she said about Sen: “An auteur of such breadth 
inevitably makes a defi nitive statement.  There is none of 
the collaboration between creative forces that usually go 
into making a fi lm – a dance between the director’s vision, 
the writer’s pen, the cinematographer’s eye and the editor’s 
construction.  Here, Sen is sole alchemist and while his 
confi dence could seem like hubris, he has a strong track 
record of virtually one-man fi lmmaking, proving himself to be a 
true artisan of the craft.  Like all artists, he makes his art look 
easy.  But Mystery Road is no fl uke.”

Ivan Sen’s cinematography of Mystery Road alone is worthy 
of much admiration and acclaim.  His use of the anamorphic 
frame, his control and manipulation of available light, the 
subtlety of camera moves, the choice and exploitation of shot 
sizes, his control of colour and DI grading identifi es him as a 
cinematographer of great talent and skill.

Ivan Sen was given his fi rst still camera at age sixteen. 
His stepfather taught him fi lm processing and printing and 
Ivan was hooked.  After fi nishing school in Inverell he did a 
photography course at Griffi th University and, as he related 
to a Q&A audience at Sydney Film Festival, it was here he 
discovered the visual story telling potential of arranging 

transparencies in sequences in projector carousels.  This led 
to a year in the fi lm school at Griffi th before transferring to 
AFTRS in Sydney.

Writer, Director, Educator Brian Hannant recalls Ivan Sen’s 
arrival: “Each year, as Head of Directing at AFTRS in the early 
90s, I would receive somewhat short of 200 applications 
for admission to four places in the full-time directing 
program.  Almost invariably, candidates would produce some 
kind of short drama fi lm to highlight their directing skills.  A few 
sent in music clips that were usually competently art directed, 
photographed and edited; but none of these ever passed 
the directing tests I had in mind.  Ivan was different; he sent 
in a documentary that was thrilling in its observations and 
style.  Here was a new voice, I thought.  I wasn’t wrong. From 
the very beginning, he set himself apart in his sense of himself, 
his demeanour, his humility.  He effortlessly, naturally drew 
people towards himself.  He listened and he learned.  Ivan 
was, and is, the real deal.”

Also at AFTRS was an aspiring young cinematography 
student who was soon collaborating with Ivan on his student 
productions and other short fi lms. Allan Collins ACS values 
their early working relationship and describes the clarity of 
vision that Ivan brought to the set and his determination to 
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“Sen is sole alchemist and while his confi dence could seem like hubris, 
he has a strong track record of virtually one-man fi lmmaking, 

proving himself to be a true artisan of the craft.”

Image courtesy of Mystery Road Films.



Hugo Weaving and Aaron Pederson, Image courtesy of Mystery Road Films.



“I really developed a love for 
working with an actor while 

holding the camera and looking 
through the camera and that 

interaction.”

Image courtesy of Mystery Road Films.



achieve the shots and coverage that he had in mind as being 
infl uential in his own development as a fi lmmaker.

Ivan and Allen continued to work together after graduating 
from AFTRS and together they made the extraordinarily 
beautiful feature fi lm Beneath Clouds.  This would be their 
last collaboration as Ivan was now ready to reclaim the 
cinematography of his own fi lms.

Following the screenings of Mystery Road at both the Sydney 
and Melbourne Film Festivals earlier this year Brian Hannant, 
for AC, met with Ivan to discuss the fi lm:

BH You made an early choice to use anamorphic 
format?

IS Yes, 2:4 is the ratio. But it’s actually my fi rst full 
widescreen fi lm. Dust, one of my short fi lms was our fi rst 
experience with widescreen.  It wasn’t an anamorphic fi lm, 
we just shot it on super 16 and cropped it, because of the 
location, the setting being the cotton fi elds out near Moree.

BH And your choice of the RED camera system?

IS The RED Epic. You know, when we did Mystery Road, 
I researched everything. I researched the whole fi lm process 
and I looked at all the cameras, the newest Sony one, and the 
Alexa - which I didn’t really like because I just felt that it had 
more of a digital feeling to it - and, the RED Epic, which some 
people hate some people love, and I’m one of the lovers of 
it, ‘cos I feel it has a more of a fi lmic feel to it, even though 
it does have shortcomings, which involves some of the red 
spectrum highlights, which are a little bit off in Mystery Road, 
but for me that’s just a small thing.  The fi lm festival screening 
in Melbourne was just extraordinary. The projection system 
had more of a fi lmic feel to it and it just felt gorgeous. It felt like 
fi lm but actually better, sharper, but still felt like there was a 
painting kind of palette going on. So, I’ve let go of the old fi lm 
now. Especially after seeing that. But there would have been 
pressures about shooting on fi lm, and with the processing, 
and we were in a very isolated place as well so it would have 
been several days before we would get rushes.

BH And do you feel that the anamorphic format lends 
itself to the Australian landscape?

IS Depends which landscape. You know, when you say 
“Australian landscape”... I just fi nished a road trip back home 
to Tamworth and Inverell. Some of that’s quite vast, but a lot 
of it is not, you know. It’s like there’s hills and there’s lots of 
gumtrees and it’s quite claustrophobic feeling.  But, yeah the 
classic Australian landscape that we often portray, it’s like 
that big sky and that big horizon line, and that’s why I was 
attracted to the Winton landscape in central Queensland. I 
always had an idea about showing the sunset and the dusk 
kind of silhouettes and if you don’t have big horizon line you 
can’t show it. So, that’s why we went out there and obviously 
the widescreen lends itself to that.

BH Clearly you’ve not been frightened of going into 
black.  Even that pre-dawn sequence at the beginning, 
you have really gone so dark in places that you’ve picked 
out areas of the screen that your eye is drawn to and you 

have to focus on it.

IS That’s the important part. You always need to highlight 
somewhere to balance the contrast of the screen and to draw 
the eye. So - I thought long and hard about all of this dusk 
and dawn stuff.  It came down to locations and directions in 
which I could point the camera and show the action. So I was 
always lining up against the sky at the right time. 

BH The shot that actually draws me is the one where 
Aaron Pederson pulls up in his car and you can actually 
see the edge of blackness and then he walks across and 
it becomes lighter and lighter and lighter, and then he 
goes back to the car again. I mean that takes guts, I think.

IS I wasn’t planning on shooting this fi lm myself until maybe 
a week before pre-production, so once I was given the job as 
the DOP, I made all these brave decisions about how I was 
going to show these scenes around magic hour or even...I 
actually changed some scenes to be set during magic hour so 
I could shoot them a certain way, use a silhouette and keep 
that landscape a bit more mysterious. Some of those things 
weren’t set quite at that time of day.

BH  Stylistically too it works very well for your fi lm that 
in fact you start in pre-dawn and you end in post-sunset 
really.

IS Yeah, I’ve always been attracted to those times of day. 
Not only from a fi lm point of view but just from a normal, living 
soul, you know, because those times of the day don’t last for 
long, and they give you something special for a short amount 
of time.

BH  So far in your career you’ve really focused primarily 
on the outback and small country towns, and you started 
out working with a DOP but you took on the task of 
actually operating and directing on this fi lm.  I’m just 
wondering, when you do fi lms in the future, particularly 
if you’re going to work in cities or with a lot more action 
and movement in the frame, what you’re going to do 
about that. Are you still going to direct, light and operate?

IS I did the feature Dreamland and that involved me doing 
everything.  I really developed a love for working with an actor 
while holding the camera and looking through the camera and 
that interaction, I just felt, was something I was looking for for 
a really long time in my career, when working with actors. It 
felt so right to have that camera and have the actor and it’s 
just one on one between me, and there’s no one getting in 
our way. And so I knew I wanted to operate on Mystery Road 
but the DOP thing came my way and I thought, “Oh well, if I 
do this then there’s no turning back from here”. You know, no 
matter if it’s a hundred million dollar fi lm, it’s going to be DOP, 
and directing…

BH And operating...

IS Well for me it’s not such a division, and it’s the same with 
editing and music. For me it...you know, before I went to fi lm 
school, you probably saw that doco, there was a little doco I 
did to get into the course...

BH Absolutely, you’re one of the very few people who 



turned up at AFTRS who did not present a drama short, 
and the documentary you submitted was so thrilling...

IS So, I did that by myself, that documentary, so I had 
actually learnt a lot of lighting techniques leading up to that.

BH And you’d already done a stills course and had 
earned a degree in that.

IS That’s right. So from then I had started developing this 
way of working where it’s me, the camera and the subject and 
I can turn the lights on and set the lights up as well. When I 
went to fi lm school everything changed because you have to 
give everyone a go, like give the DOP student a go, you’ve got 
to give the editing student a go. So, I guess, after fi lm school 
I’ve slowly gotten back onto that track, but picking up some 
methodology on working with actors along the way. I guess 
I’ve just got back onto that road which I’d started earlier and 
from the very beginning it felt like a very natural process. I 
think once you come from a camera background, it becomes 
a part of you and it’s not something that you feel is a separate 
role or a separate task. So when people say multitasking, I 
feel like, I’m not, it doesn’t feel like that.

BH Usually it’s the cinematographer, who is making 
certain that the frame is right and that the lighting is right 
and that he’s following the 
action, and so on, but you have 
this ability of actually doing 
that as well as having another 
section of your brain that’s 
saying, “I know what the actors 
are doing and I’m liking or not 
liking what they’re doing.”

IS For me they merge together 
into this something you can’t 
describe because it’s like they all 
belong together, you know, and 
because there’s no one between us, between me and the 
actors, blocking that energy, that fl ow, it just feels... it’s all this 
force that’s working together. And this energy you get with the 
actor, it’s like I don’t have to branch that energy off to the DOP 
or camera operator because that collaboration may not be 
there in that case. 

BH So working with that incredible group of Australian 
actors you assembled for Mystery Road, as opposed to 
working with non-actors - and I know you’ve worked with 
actors before, and very experienced actors - but did that 
give you...

IS Freedom.

BH Freedom, particularly in the combined director, 
cinematographer, operator role?  Did that give you 
freedom?

IS Yep, it allowed me to concentrate more on the frame 
and how I was telling the story visually. But what I also 
enjoyed was the actors bringing so much to the moment and 
then I just had to, you know, just do small things, just very 
small directions. So that’s what I really enjoyed, it was a very 

enjoyable experience after doing something like Toomelah, 
where I’m not only lighting and doing the sound recording and 
focus pulling, I’m actually calling lines too.

BH I wanted to talk about the use of the aerials as a kind 
of spacing thing that you’ve done. Once again it always 
looks down and shows you the plan of the town, you only 
use it over the town. 

IS I was always planning to do those sequences from 
even before the script was fi nished. I knew I wanted to show 
those public housing areas from above and just to show the 
symmetry of them and the repetition of them, you know, these 
structured places. 

BH  The other motif that seems to be in the fi lm is Aaron 
Pedersen’s continually knocking on doors and entering 
houses. I mean, he does it about fi ve or six times, was 
that a conscious thing you did?

IS Yeah, I’ve trimmed them a little bit since the Sydney Film 
Festival. I’ve cut about three minutes off the fi lm.

BH How come?

IS Oh, just to keep it fl owing a little bit faster. But he still 
goes up to those same houses, but there’s maybe four 

seconds off the head of one, and 
some of the driving sequences, 
there’s a little bit of time taking 
out of those as well. But in 
the end it just...the Melbourne 
Film Festival screening was the 
tighter version of the fi lm, which I 
felt was better.

BH Was that based on 
feedback or just a perception 
of audience reaction in that 

huge cinema?

IS Combination of that and what I was feeling in an 
audience, ‘cos that was the fi rst time I’d had a chance to see 
it with a reasonable audience.  But what you’re seeing is the 
policeman doing his job, that’s his job. If you don’t show him 
walking up to the house, what do you show, you show the 
door’s already open and he’s talking to them, but if you do 
that it becomes television, you know, you’re not with him.

BH But it actually had a kind of formal feel to it that 
seemed to be, you know, right in a way. It was taking you 
from the raw town landscape into sometimes neat houses 
and sometimes-messy houses and sometimes houses 
that’d been, you know, rolled over...

IS The major objective was for the audience to feel they 
identifi ed with him, the character, and so when he gets out of 
the car and he’s walking towards the house, that’s a chance 
for the audience to feel the steps with him. “Ok, where are we 
going? We’re following him in here.” If you’re going with him 
it’s a lot different to if he’s already there, halfway through a 
conversation. You’re not so connected to him...

BH When he is on the porch of at least one of those 
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“No, it’s very important to show 
shadows, you know, they’ve got 
cowboy hats on, and I was very 
conscious for that shadow to 

remain there.”
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houses, he comes out of shadow and into sunlight. You 
didn’t choose to use fi ll light, in the way that other DOPs 
would normally do.

IS No, it’s very important to show shadows, and not only 
that kind of shadow, because, I was very conscious, you 
know, they’ve got cowboy hats on, and I was very conscious 
for that shadow to remain there. And I obviously fi lled a little, 
but I didn’t really want to affect that line of the hat. I’d seen 
No Country For Old Men, something that I looked at a couple 
of times, and the lighting...what I love about that fi lm is how 
everyone’s wearing a cowboy hat and you see the shadow, 
it’s strong.

BH But you can still see their eyes.

IS Yep...and when you see it, you feel it. 

BH And it doesn’t matter if clouds go over the landscape 
and you can see the area of shadow as the cloud 
passes...

IS Yeah, well you know cameras can handle that stuff now. 
In that scene with Samara Weaving, the daughter of the dead 
policeman, the young girl - that’s Hugo’s niece - during that 

conversation the sun dips in as she speaks - it was just a 
coincidence - but it dips down, just like a cloud goes over the 
sun just at the same moment she says, “And his body was 
found in a pool of blood”, and it’s like...

BH It’s perfect isn’t it?

IS It’s perfect. Yeah. And then she looks over at the mother 
with the baby, and it’s like...You couldn’t ask for anything 
more... you know.

BH One of the things that I worried about when I fi rst 
started teaching at AFTRS was, “Can I pick talent?” and 
of course, talent shouts at you.  When you came along 
you shouted at me.

IS [Laughs] Don’t know about that! 

BH So now you’ve fulfi lled your promise, really.

IS Well, getting there. I’ve got big plans, you know, for the 
next one.

BH And you’re going to write and produce and direct 
and DOP it and do the music?

IS I’ve got a producer but I’ll take more of an active role 
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“We’ve kind of got a way of working now pretty effi ciently and maybe make 
a twenty, thirty million dollar fi lm feel like an eighty million dollar one.”

Image courtesy of Mystery Road Films.
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in that on this one as well ...I’ll need to get more involved 
because it’s big money and you know we’ve got to put on a 
united front with these guys and, you know...We’ve kind of 
got a way of working now pretty effi ciently and maybe make a 
twenty, thirty million dollar fi lm feel like an eighty million dollar 
one. We will try and do that with the next one, but the big 
battle for the next one is how we’re going to negotiate with 
studios and try to keep control of what we’re doing.

BH So Mystery Road has sold to the US, I read 
somewhere. That must augur well for an American deal, 
which you’ll presumably need.

IS Yeah, and we’ve got Toronto coming up and we’ve got 
a gala screening there, so that’ll help out as well. But, I know 
I will then have the power which I really wish, I think I feel like I 
need, to tell a commercial, international story, but in the way I 
want to do it.

*********

In an article for The Monthly about Ivan Sen, writer Peter 
Robb describes the happiness Ivan experienced during the 
years of growing up with his siblings in Tamworth: “There was 
one moment of confusion and dismay in this long idyll, a surge 
of deeper feeling he didn’t understand at the time, nor ever 
forgot.  One Saturday afternoon when he was nine, Ivan went 
to see Peter Weir’s new fi lm Gallipoli at the Tamworth Regent 
with his brother and a couple of friends.  As they made their 
long way home over the tracks, the kids were talking about 
what they’d seen.  Ivan tried to say something about the 
fi lm and found he couldn’t.  He was all choked up. Then he 
started to cry.  GALLIPOLI – and especially the way it ended – 
“blew me away”.  It was the fi rst Australian fi lm he’d seen.
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From preproduction to distribution, nothing is conventional 
about Australian war artist George Gittoes’ approach to 
fi lmmaking. His performative instigations, multiple hand-held 
video cameras, and intercutting actuality with melodrama, 
challenge traditional notions of documentary and provoke 
audiences to question war zone narratives presented by 
mainstream media. 

George’s latest adventure, Love City Jalalabad premiered 
at this year’s Sydney Film Festival. The second chapter 
of his documentary trilogy What the World Needs Now! 
continues the Taliban themed rollercoaster launched in 
2009 with Miscreants of Taliwood. Back then, in Pakistan, 

George utilised presale money from SBS to fund feature 
length Pashtun dramas, in which he occasionally starred. 
Following a successful screening of Miscreants of Taliwood 
at IDFA he was approached by OXFAM whom, in the interest 
of salvaging the threatened fi lm industry offered to fund 
three more Pashtun dramas. With the help of another NGO 
(not wishing to be named for fear of potential retributions) 
Gittoes continued to produce a total of eleven Pashtun 
movies in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and claims to have 
attained celebrity status as a screen idol in Pashto-land. The 
documentary trilogy, however, has largely been funded by 
international sales of his paintings and artworks.

George Gittoes fi lms 
LOVE CITY 
JALALABAD
BY AARON BURTON
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Together with performance artist Helen Rose, and his brave 

fi lm crew and female actors from Pakistan, Gittoes has 

banded together a group of like minded Afghanis who believe 

art and fi lmmaking have the power to bring a better future for 

Afghanistan. Love City Jalalabad follows the production of 

three of these Gittoes produced Pashtun romance dramas, 

each inspired by real life experiences of the Afghani cast and 

crew. His aim is to reach communities through the local fi lm 

industry, and distribute positive stories and role models via 

DVDs typically viewed by the whole family in the privacy of 

living rooms. 

In Love City Jalalabad excerpts from the colourful Pashtun 
dramas are intercut with documentary footage of the crew’s 
experiences along the way, blurring fact with fi ction and 
performance. There are plenty of cringe moments, when it 
appears George’s instigations have gone too far and he might 
be responsible for the deaths of his young crew, for example 
fi lming his female cast on location in a crowded marketplace, 
knowing that Taliban strictly forbid fi lming women, and sure 
enough an angry mob gather and the risk of a suicide bomber 
is written all over George’s panic stricken face. On the other 
hand, the ominous hum of military drones, helicopters, and 
huge armoured vehicles provide a revealing contrast to the 
kind of positively humane interaction Gittoes is courageously 
engaged in. As one of his young theatre workshop 
participants states, “If we can show our real stories in fi lms 
we can change the mind of the world and they won’t want to 
harm our country”. 

Central to the transformation of Jalalabad to a “Love City” 
is the establishment of a Van Gogh inspired Yellow House, 
where artists converge and promote creativity. The fi rst Yellow 
House in Kings Cross, Sydney, was initiated in 1970 by a 
collective or artists including Martin Sharp, Albie Thoms, 
Gittoes and many others reacting to the Vietnam War, and 
famously became a 24 hour “Mecca” of psychedelic creativity. 
In a city without art schools or cinemas, the Yellow House 
Jalalabad similarly claims to be a sanctuary for the “avant-
garde”, holding performance and art-making workshops, and 
a “secret garden cafe” where women can openly interact with 
men. The fi nal chapter of Love City sees Gittoes lead a circus-
tent cinema to the notorious mountains of Tora Bora, where 
Osama Bin Laden was once suspected to be hiding, and 
holds screenings of the locally produced dramas to vulnerable 
communities. 

George’s unconventional and conceptual approach to 
fi lmmaking straddles the boundaries of mainstream cinema 
and contemporary art. While he is critical of the elitism 
surrounding fi ne art and advocates fi lmmaking as an art-form 
for the masses, a preview version of Yellow House Jalalabad 
initially screened as part of the preeminent contemporary art 
survey exhibition Documenta 13 in Germany, and his previous 
fi lms such as Soundtrack to War have circulated cinema, 
television, and galleries such as the Museum of Contemporary 
Art in Sydney. Ever since the riotous experiments of the Kings 
Cross Yellow House, George has continued to pioneer a 
“multi-media” and “cross-disciplinary” storytelling practice. His 
ongoing contribution to visual arts was recently acknowledged 
through an honorary doctorate from the College of Fine Arts, 
University of New South Wales. 

I met with George at his “Rockdale Yellow House” studios 
where I found him hammering away at a puppet theatre door 
to add to the Powerhouse Museum’s extensive collection of 
Yellow House paraphernalia. We discussed contemporary 
trends in documentary fi lmmaking, his conceptual return to 
the Yellow House, and what it is that continues to draw him to 
the most dangerous quarters of our planet.



AB: I’m interested in how the Yellow House in Jalalabad 
might signal a coming full circle in your fi lmmaking with 
your own beginnings with the Yellow House in Sydney?

GG: The Yellow House wasn’t the beginning. How I was 
introduced to fi lm was... I did art and for a boy from Rockdale 
you never thought fi lm was accessible. You know for boys 
from Bellevue Hill it might have seemed accessible but not 
Rockdale [laugh].

Three fi lms got me going when I was still in late high school: 
one was Mondo Cane (1962), you know, Dog’s Life, and 
it had Ives Klein, the naked girls pressing their bodies into 
canvases, and that made me realise documentary could 
be really interesting. I still love that fi lm. The other one was 
Juliet of the Spirits (1965) by Fellini, and it was the fi rst time 
I realised fi lm could really be art as I knew it. Then a fi lm that 
seemed very accessible to me was, and I love, was Black 
Orpheus (1959) by Camus, not the writer, another Camus.  

Basically my history was I was at Sydney University, and I 
was doing abstract painting, very abstract sort of hard edged 
painting. Bernard Smith, my professor, brought Greenberg 
out, who actually liked my work and said come to America, 
you know, I’ll help you. So I went. But when I arrived in LA I 
had my fi rst experience of avant-garde cinema, I didn’t know 
it existed, this is in 1968. There were these tents that were 
screening Andy Warhol’s movies. Then when I got to New 
York I was lucky enough to meet Andy and he let me use 
his 16mm movie cameras. I shot some casting reels for him, 
where he got someone to stand there for exactly 10 minutes 
which was how long it took to run a 400 foot roll of fi lm 
through the camera. It’s great at the age of 19 to actually learn 
how to use a 16mm camera. Then I came back to Australia 

and did the Yellow House, and of course Albie Thoms, Aggy 
Read, Mick Lescheen were there. Mick Lescheen’s work really 
interested me. They were all doing fi lm. 

AB: What were the motivations behind that period of 
experimental fi lmmaking? In other words, what were you 
attempting to explore with fi lm?

GG: I was doing still photographs. I was doing a lot of 
abstract photography. It was a revelation to meet Greg 
Weight, who was also doing photography and seeing it as 
an art form. No one thought photography was an art form. 
Except I had been lucky enough to see the big World of Man 
exhibition in San Francisco on my way back to Australia. 
All these great photojournalists like Cartier-Bresson and 
everyone. At that age it is more a matter of trying to learn 
what you can do. And of course processing stuff was pretty 
cheap in those days. So I started experimenting with abstract 
photography. 

The last thing I had seen at New York before I left was a 
big show at the Whitney Museum, where I saw the work of 
Smithson who did Spiral Jetty. This is this huge earth works. 
We used to call installation art environmental art, and I had 
a little caravanette, and I started going out and working with 
the landscape on the south coast [of NSW]. Usually on sand 
fl ats, tidal fl ats, doing vast works in the sand, like installations, 
and as I photographed them I started to fall in love with the 
patterns of light on water and stuff and that led to Rainbow 
Way, which was my fi rst personal, successful 16mm movie. It 
is currently in the touring show Australian Light, that’s touring 
around the world. So my fi rst fi lm coincided with my abstract 
photography which I called the Rainbow Way Series. Which 
were big abstract photographs which I did on the surface of 
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the water and under water. I got a small grant, like $2000, 
which was a reasonable amount of money those days to turn 
my abstract Super 8 fi lms I had been doing since the Yellow 
House into a 16mm movie, and instead of spending it on the 
movie itself I went and bought a Beaulieu camera. Processing 
wasn’t too bad in those days and I created Rainbow Way 
which was in the Sydney and Melbourne fi lm festivals. It was 
an incredibly successful fi lm. They ran it at the Filmmakers 
Co-op for months and months and months and it did a 
theatrical tour with The Singer and the Dancer (1977) by 
Gillian Armstrong and Love Letters from Teralba Road (1977) 
by Stephen Wallace. That was a huge boost, it made me start 
to see myself as a fi lmmaker.  

Now they’ve got the Vivid Festival, but all that started in the 
early 70s by people like Ellis D Fogg, or Roger Folley. The 
fi rst big multimedia show I did was at Darook Park and that 
coincided with an exhibition I had at Macquarie Gallery. The 
next fi lm I went back to political work and the dark side of 
my character came out, which was Refi ned Five, that was a 
time not long after Close Encounters of the Third Kind and 
Star Wars and I was fascinated 
by in-camera special effects, 
that’s what ‘Rainbow Way’ had 
been. I took it a lot further with 
double exposures and mattes 
and all sort of things. It won an 
award at the Hiroshima Film 
Festival. Once again it was in 
the Melbourne and Sydney 
fi lm festivals. This was parallel 
with all these big out door 
shows I was doing with a group 
that I created called TREE, Theatre Reach Environments 
Everywhere. Which was part community arts, and part 
professional dancers and performers that were hangover from 
the Yellow House. 

Then at some point 10BA came along and every fi lmmaker 
in Australia who had ever done fi lm felt they should try and 
get some money because lots of people that were bogus 
were getting it, there were lots of phonies getting it. I was a 
real established fi lmmaker but I had only made experimental 
fi lms. So I wrote a feature fi lm script called Aqua which was 
going to use all my under water special effects and knowledge 
and stuff. It was like a science fi ction fi lm. Then I realised I 
didn’t have the skills to raise the money but I had quite a few 
people who wanted to help me as a fi lmmaker, so I quickly 
converted at the last minute to making a documentary which 
was realised. I think it had a budget of around $110,000 or 
$115,000 or something like that whereas the feature was 
probably a couple of million. That became Tracks of the 
Rainbow. If you see Tracks of the Rainbow it’s a beautiful 
fi lm about aboriginal culture at a time when aboriginal culture 
wasn’t really recognised and I took a bunch of Aboriginal 
kids who had lost their culture back to the culture in the 
Northern Territory. I used all the effects I had pioneered in 
my experimental fi lms in the documentary. I was amazed I 
got it on the ABC, and that converted me. I realised even 
though my abstract short special effects movies had reached 

reasonably wide audiences it was nothing like reaching a big 
TV audience. Kind of like a Pop artist. You know believing 
in popular art. That was the go. Then I made Warriors and 
Lawmen, Frontier Women, and Unbroken Spirit, three fi lms 
in the Northern Territory. One of them was really tough it was 
about police murders of aboriginals and manhunts and stuff, 
it was about the two laws really. That brought me back to 
wanting to, just as my fi lms had been a bit abstract, making 
fi lms about our life and times and proper documentaries. So 
then I went off to Nicaragua in 1986 and made Bullets of the 
Poets, still on 10BA. That was the beginning of the whole war 
period of my work which has led to all these other fi lms like 
Soundtrack to War, Rampage and stuff.

AB: You seem to be working very seamlessly across 
the board, with the fi lmmaking, photography, and the 
painting, but institutionally when we see your fi lms it’s on 
DVDs, or in art galleries, or fi lm festivals, is the reception 
or screening environment important to you?

GG: Its funny. Russell Storer showed Soundtrack to War 
in a show called Interesting 
Times at the MCA and critics 
like John McDonald said, you 
know Soundtrack to War was 
a 90-minute fi lm and there 
were no seats, it seemed 
wrong to have that on the 
screen at the MCA. While I see 
myself as an artist who’s doing 
cutting edge stuff, pushing 
the limits of documentary 
fi lmmaking, to me the medium 

is to reach billions of people and not just a small bunch of 
collectors. Film is a populist medium it shouldn’t be made in 
limited edition prints. That’s what I believe in.

Overseas, my fi lm was included in Documenta 13. And they 
certainly ‘got it’. Miscreants of Talliwood, Love City, they are 
genuine. So it’s really Australia I have a problem with, that 
Australians don’t ‘get it’. Australia’s just so far behind the 
times, so much into categorising things.

AB: The other side of your work I’m interested in pursuing 
is that since Soundtrack to War, and then Rampage, and 
Miscreants of Taliwood, and now Love City Jalalabad, is 
the increasingly performative aspect in the fi lms?

GG: Of me being in the fi lms?

AB: Yeah...

GG: Well, the progression was in Soundtrack to War, like 
in Bullets of the Poets and all my previous fi lms they were 
classic, they followed the formula of normal documentaries. 
I really wanted to prove that I as an artist could get them 
passed the gate keepers at the ABC and so on. So I didn’t try 
and mess with the form much. In Bullets of the Poets Robyn 
Archer does the narration, shot in 16mm, and beside the 
subject its conventional. But in Soundtrack to War I started 
shooting it without a budget, that makes a big difference 
because when you’re making a fi lm in the 10BA days you’ve 
got to get that TV sale or you let down your investors. 
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“So it’s really Australia I have a 
problem with, that Australians 

don’t ‘get it’. Australia’s just so far 
behind the times, so much 
into categorising things.”



Whereas Soundtrack to War was started on my own money 
and fi nished on my own money and then sold to the ABC. It 
was a very conceptual fi lm. I was in Baghdad, even before I 
left Baghdad I thought these soldiers are the MTV generation. 
What’s it going to be like to see MTV rappers and heavy metal 
guys going to war, so I thought the thing is to ask them about 
that. It was a very simple concept. And I wasn’t imbedded. 
But in terms of style, my voice is on it. I’m not in it but my 
voice is on it. People liked it. I sold it to MTV. 

One of the funniest moments in the fi lm is when I come up to 
a soldier, I’m hand holding the camera and I trip in the gutter, 
and he said “Oh you fucked up” and I said “Oh yeah but 
don’t worry about it” sort of thing. I then did a perfect take. 
But there’s a thing in contemporary painting and art where in 
order to get past peoples stereotypes you leave mistakes in.  
Clemente does people vomiting and stuff, you know. There’s a 
thing that bad is good in modern art. Well, I realised the fuck-
ups were better than the good takes.

Basically, I’m the cinematographer myself, as you can see 
in Soundtrack to War I did all of it. But, the thing about 
Miscreants of Taliwood and Love City and to a certain extent 
Rampage is that I’ve grown to love having two or three 
cameras on the subject. It enables Nick [Myers, fi lm editor] 
and I to have the style of editing we have. With this all-round 
holography. It’s like holographic 360. So I’m prepared to 
sacrifi ce high grade cinematography for coverage. I’m always 
director of photography, and sometimes the people who use 
one of the other cameras have never used a camera before in 
their life and probably not a lot of that will be used, but that’s 
how I get the look that I want. I love the all-round factor. My 
mind is in all these cameras that are being used, sometimes 
there’s three going at once, sometimes there could even be 
four. As often as I can, I’m using the camera myself. In the 
process I’ve trained Waqar Alam who has now become a 
comparable cinematographer to me. Whatever he shoots we 
can be sure it’s really good. We use bits of our dramas in the 
fi lms and they’re always beautifully shot because I use proper 
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Pashtun drama cinematographers, but they don’t shoot 
documentary. So you often see a marked difference in the 
quality and style between the drama cinematography - and 
that can even be on a tripod. The number of cuts in a Gittoes/
Myers fi lm, there’s almost three or four times more cuts than 
you’ll see in most documentaries, and that’s because I just 
love this all-round thing. 

So the next fi lm we’re doing, I’m doing a few fi lms at the 
moment, but the next Afghan fi lm we’re calling Snow Monkey 
and, I think this is great, I’ve been challenged by The Act of 
Killing and I want to get back to George Gittoes shooting a 
lot of stuff. I’ll be able to do that because I’m not spending as 
much time teaching. I’m planning to make fi lms in Mali and 
Syria as well as Afghanistan, and I’ll be taking my Afghans. I’ll 
be taking Amir Shah, and Khurram, and Waqar. 

We’ve shot this fi lm [Love City Jalalabad] on mini-DV tape. 
HDV mini-DV tape. They’re going to have to move up to fully 
digital cameras for the next fi lm, because Tom, the guy that 

did the grade on this fi lm said it was a nightmare trying to get 
mini-DV up to contemporary standards. So that’s good, I’m 
taking all of them with me. It’s a bit of a relay, I think The Act of 
Killing was partly infl uenced by ‘Miscreants’ and now the bar 
has been lifted a bit higher and I’m going to try to go higher 
than that with Snow Monkey, that’s healthy isn’t it?

AB: Something that seems to be coming out of the 
Pashtun collaborations, working and training this small 
group reminded me of Jean Rouch and his collaborations 
in Niger with Damouré Zika? He made more than 70 or 
so ethnographic fi lms in West Africa, but essentially they 
made stuff up, they were stories they knew were real...

GG: That may be true, I’m not familiar with his work. 
My original infl uence was Black Orpheus - which was 
a documentary crew which went to Haiti to make a 
documentary but ended up making Black Orpheus. I think 
that’s the parallel that I know about.

AB: Are you critical of contemporary modes of reportage 
and traditional observational documentary, have they lost 
their worth? 

GG: What I found is, I’ve had examples where I’ve been at 
IDFA,  I won’t say who they were but I’ve been in the fi nals, 
and I’ve gone in to have my breakfast and I’ve had other 
documentary makers come and pick up my bowl of muesli 
and throw it in my face - so upset because they think that I’m 
corrupting the medium. You know, I’m breaking down the line 
between truth and fi ction. The truth about documentary is that 
the majority of people who come to it either - there are nature 
fi lms and that but they are a different kind of people altogether 
- but the ones that do ones in war zones are usually from a 
journalistic background and they’ve got these ideas about 
truth and so on. Then I’m very rare in that I’m coming to it 
from a fi ne art background, so I look at the history of art and 
you get Picasso looking at Cezanne and then he becomes like 
the Rambo of form and people are shocked.  So in my fi lms 
I’m quite happy to put the nose where the ears should be and 
the eyes where the mouth should be and throw in an extra 
one, like Picasso, and that’s what my fi lms are about. These 
very formal people to me are like the French Academy. There’s 
something extremely straight about serious documentary 
makers, and they also hate the humour in my fi lms. So yeah, 
it’s a battle. 

I feel it’s wonderful to be in a medium that’s in its early days 
like to have been Tupac or Public Enemy in the early days of 
Rap. It’s much better than to be Kanye West who’s come in 
as a rich late boy, right? Well, I feel the exciting thing about 
doing fi lms like mine is that the genre of documentary is 
relatively new as an artform and the majority of practitioners 
aren’t even aware that it is an artform, they see it as a form of 
journalism. I think that’s exciting. I think pioneering a genre. 
I think my obligation... there’s not many George Gittoes in 
this world and not many people managing to push the limits 
of documentary and get them out there the way I do. I don’t 
think I have to justify my existence, you know? 

AB: On a personal level, it’s the tacky question I’m sure 
you get asked in every interview, is what is your drive, 
your motivation, how do you keep going back?
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“... sometimes the people who use 
one of the other cameras have never 
used a camera before in their life.”



GG: Going back? Well I’m not frightened of death. What 
I am frightened of is not living to the limit. I wear people 
out, I get up, I’ve been working the whole time I’ve been 
doing your interview. By the time I die I will have had 
this amazing life. Sometimes I’ve done four major wars 
in one year, and had exhibitions and fi lms and all sort of 
things around it, there’s just too much you know. 

At the moment living in Jalalabad is similar to Wilfred 
Burchett who lived with the Viet Cong. I’m like that. I’m 
the only foreigner to my knowledge living in Jalalabad. 
Working and doing stuff. The US and Australian 
embassies won’t let any of their people go to Jalalabad, 
it seems way too dangerous. No one will visit me there. 
I’m generally there when people are shot. I don’t chase 
ambulances, I’m actually there when it happens. 

I’ve only got one maxim in my life and that’s something 
I took from Picasso, when Picasso said “I don’t seek, I 
fi nd”. Picasso knew what we know, with my fi lms and 
anything I do, I go into a war zone and I’ve got all this 
personal equipment, I’ve got the inner equipment to 
be able to cope with what happens there, and then 
I fi nd my subject. I fi nd what I have to do. I react to 
things there. I don’t go in with a preconceived idea. 
That’s my biggest problem as a fi lmmaker, particularly 
in documentaries, in order to raise money, you have 
to give a treatment and a scenario, that means a lot of 
documentary making is like a big hunting safari, where 
someone might decide “oh yes, we want to make a fi lm 
about the way the resistance is fi ghting in Syria” and 
this and that, and they write it all out and so on and 
so on and then when they get to Syria, they discover 
that the resistence are not good guys anymore, they’re 
really fundamentalists, Wahabis, and they’re going to 
bring about a radical form of Islam, that wasn’t in their 
treatment so what do they do? But for someone like 
me that’s terrifi c, that’s interesting, that’s something that 
we didn’t know before. The problem is, documentary 
making should be about fi nding things we didn’t know 
before we started. With my fi lms, almost always, I start 
shooting the fi lm then I go to someone like SBS, as I did 
with Miscreants once it was half shot or to Norwegian 
Film Institute as I did with Love City, and they can see 
where it is going and what it’s like. Then I just get the 
funds to fi nish it, and if I can’t get them I’ll just do it 
myself. That’s the only way I can do it. I love the wild 
side. f
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“I’ve only got one maxim in my life and that’s something I 
took from Picasso, when Picasso said “I don’t seek, I fi nd.”
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I spotted a refl ection of a lamp in the guy’s eye, and I said, 
“John, we need something down on that one.” “Oh good, 
right, yeah.” And someone said to me later, I think that’s why 
he asked me to operate on Clockwork Orange, because I’d 
spotted this refl ection.

Not long after that John said, “Oh look, I’m doing this fi lm with 
Stanley again. Focking Stanley.” He was sort of a very grumpy 
little bloke, John, and wound up not talking to Kubrick on 
Barry Lyndon. And I was, like, the go-between. I’d say, “John, 
Stanley says, can you…”, “Oh what’s he focking want…?” 
And I’d go, “OK John’s taking the polaroid” and, “Give him the 
polaroid,” and “Tell John to open up a stop”, “Stanley says to 
open up a stop,” “Well fock him.” Hilarious.

GB:   And the Clockwork Orange shoot was eventful for 
you...

MM:  Yeah, I was on Clockwork, and I only lasted for.. can’t 
remember how long I was on for, but I did quite a bit of it, and 
then we were shooting on a BNC - bloody side fi nder - and 
we’re doing a scene where Malcolm McDowell and his guys 
come out of a lift and the whole place is trashed, you know, 
it’s got shit everywhere, and there were some milk bottles 
down by the doors of the lift. Anyway, McDowell did an actor’s 
thing, not scripted, and as he came out kicked the bottles, 
sent them fl ying, and, you know, for the BNC you had those 
mattes in the viewfi nder and sometimes you couldn’t precisely 
see what was going on, and Kubrick said, “Mike, did you get 
that?” and I said, “I don’t know Stanley, I’m sorry.” Anyway, I 
didn’t and he fi red me.

It was a terrible blow to me, obviously. I was really, really upset 
and then, bugger me dead, I was back here in Australia and I 
got a call from John Alcott saying, “Look Stanley wants you to 
come and operate”, they had an operator, but he was moving 
on to something else and they’d been shooting for a couple 
of months. It was a twelve-week fi lm that went for over a year, 

GB:  I recall visiting the set of Michael Powell’s They’re 
A Weird Mob in 1966, in The Marble Bar of what is now 
the Hilton Hotel in Sydney and you were operating the 
camera...

MM:  Yes, that’s right. But it was only for two weeks.

GB:  So, you must have relocated to the UK straight after 
that? 

MM:  Yeah, I did. Peter [Hannan] went before me, and was 
soon working on 2001 with Stanley Kubrick. I actually went to 
the States fi rst, almost stayed in New York, got involved with 
a girl there. But then everyone’s in London, swinging London, 
and all my other pals, Richard Neville and Martin Sharp...
everyone was in London.

So I went there and my fi rst trick was to get into the union. I 
got work at the BBC as a holiday relief camera assistant, ‘cos 
the union wanted to get everyone in the BBC into the union 
so they could shut the BBC down. That was that great English 
thinking at that time.

I got my ticket and then I left. I didn’t do any lighting for a 
while, because I was getting work operating. I was doing a lot 
of operating for a Director of Photography, John Alcott, and 
John was a funny guy. 

GB:  Polaroid man, wasn’t he? Polaroids for calculating 
exposure.

MM:  Yeah. It was actually...it was Stanley [Kubrick] that came 
up with that idea, originally. John had just wound up fi nishing 
2001 because Geoff Unsworth went on to do something 
else, so John was Stanley’s guy. And I was doing a big front 
projection job for Eastern Airlines, out at Shepperton, and it 
was really tricky front projection. We had this guy Icarus with 
the wings on and it was a bloody nightmare and it took a lot of 
concentrating and we were doing a close up of this guy, and 

ENCOUNTER 
MIKE MOLLOY BSC ACS AND STANLEY KUBRICK

Creative collaborations are at the heart of all successful feature fi lm productions, some of 
them are formed for a single project, others continue over a long period and last through 
many fi lms.  

ENCOUNTER is an occassional series in which AC talks to ACS members about 
signifi cant meetings with creative partners.  Here Geoff Burton chats with the highly 
accomplished cinematographer Mike Molloy ACS BSC about his encounter with the 
legendary fi lm director Stanley Kubrick.
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you know. Classic Stanley. But anyway, I get the call, “Come 
to Dublin.” So next minute I’m on a plane and I’m in Dublin 
and: “Stanley wants to see you”, and I thought, “Oh this is 
going to be good”. So I go into the offi ce: “Hello Stanley,” and 
he says, “Mike,” he said, “I apologise. I shouldn’t have fi red 
you. It was a mistake.” And I thought coming from a man 
like that, it was really something. And I said, “Oh don’t worry 
Stanley, it’s OK.” And so I did the rest of Barry Lyndon. It was 
like going to school and being paid for it.

GB:   Kubrick liked to do a lot of his own operating...

MM:   Yes, he bought an Arri BL, and he sort of got better 
as time wore on, and really I wound up operating on all the 
candlelight stuff, ‘cos that was on a Mitchell BNC. The lens 
we used had only like 2mm clearance from the shutter - it 
couldn’t go onto a refl ex camera - and it had this special 
viewfi nder that coped with the low levels of light. It was like a 
three decker damn thing, it was very, very diffi cult to see what 
was going on and Stanley couldn’t handle it, so I’d normally 
be ringing the lab up, booking restaurants, checking rushes, 
you know, doing all sorts of things like that, and they would 
say, “Come on we’re going to do a candle light sequence.” 
“Oh, OK, all right.” [Laughs] Get the Mitchell out. 

GB:   Tell me about these special lenses.

MM:   They came from NASA who had a few of these that 
they’d made to go to the moon, and Stanley had a great 
relationship with NASA because of 2001. He got wind of 
these lenses and bought...or they gave them to him...I think 
he got two of them, there was a 35 and a 75.

GB:   So what was the effective aperture?

MM:   0.7. So two stops faster than 1.4. Ed DiGuilio from 
Century Optics sort of put it in a mount, in a focusing mount, 
and got it working and it was a bloody big thing, and Kubrick, 
who didn’t want to pay duty on the lens said, “We’ve got to 
get someone over to LA to go and get it,” he said, “Send 
somebody out of the offi ce.” So they sent this little Irish girl 
- she didn’t even have a passport, they had to get her one 
- and she came back with it in a shopping bag so Customs 
wouldn’t see it. 

GB:   What about focus?

MM:   Well we had to get the damn thing scaled, and what 

we did, Dougie Milsome, who was the 
focus puller, and I, we spent a good 
two weeks with this lens in the studio. 
We’d focus it at what we thought was 
eye focus at say six foot and then you’d 
stick a bit of paper around the bar of 
the lens and put one millimetre scribes, 
either side of six foot, shoot a couple 
of feet of it, put it in D76 in a tank and 
develop it, then get the microscope out 
– [laughs] Oh Jesus - and go, “Well that 

looks like six foot there, so let’s move the tape around. That’s 
our six foot.” Then we’d go to seven foot.

Because you really couldn’t eye focus it, you had to go off 
scale. But it was well worth it, because the effect was, you 
know...it was beautiful. It’s a very beautiful fi lm Barry Lyndon.

GB:   It’s not surprising that so many highly visual fi lms 
come from directors who were once photographers.

MM:   He was a photographer for Look magazine, and for 
quite a long time, and then he got into movies.

GB:   And quickly developed a reputation for 
obsessiveness, like attention to detail.

MM:   Oh, very much so. I got along with him very well. The 
trick was to just do whatever he said. No matter how silly it 
sounded. And you know, you’d get like... “OK, we’re going 
to buy...” - this was on Clockwork Orange – “…I want to get 
a 9.8 Kinoptic”... one of the greatest lenses ever made, so 
he gets twelve 9.8s and we test twelve of them and I think 
he picked the softest one of the lot. I showed him all the 
tests and he said, “That one, number 8.” “Oh OK.” You didn’t 
say, “No, I think you want it sharper, Stanley,” you just said, 
“Certainly Stanley.” [Laughs] But he was great.  

And he was so...particular, every detail had to be right. I saw 
that when we were on Barry Lyndon, I went into the wardrobe 
department for some reason or other - or the art department 
rather - there was a xerox of a seventeenth century illustration 
with a tailor standing by the client with a tape measure and it 
was in a big circle: “See they had tape measures then”. ‘Cos 
there’s a scene in the fi lm where Barry’s getting fi tted out for 
clothing. “See they had tape measures then.”  And he was 
very funny. He had a great sense of humour. Loved a joke. 
Nobody called him Mr Kubrick. Tea Lady: “Here Stanley.” No 
pride at all, none whatsoever. And he had a beautiful wife, 
Christina, a painter, a lovely woman. But I had a wonderful 
time.

GB:   I’ve been enjoying reading your annotated script 
of Nic Roeg’s WALKABOUT.  Do you have scripts of the 
Kubrick fi lms?

MM:   I do have the script of Clockwork Orange and of Barry 
Lyndon which is the original novel – the script is just the book 
photocopied.
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Suite 8, 14 Argyle Street, Breakfast Creek
Brisbane, Queensland 4010

PO Box 770 Albion
Queensland 4010

Telephone 07 3862 1361
Facscimile 07 3262 7087

ABN 34 519 762 452

FILM FACTS IS A NEWSLETTER WHICH HAS BEEN 
SPECIFICALLY PRODUCED TO PROVIDE FILM INDUSTRY 
PROFESSIONALS WITH SNIPPETS OF UP-TO-DATE 
ACCOUNTING AND TAX NEWS AND INFORMATION.

Accountancy News for the Film Industry

If you would like further information on any of these matters raised 
in this newsletter, please contact: 

Ranald Duhig rduhig@filmfacts.com.au or  
David Clark dclark@filmfacts.com.au  
Telephone 07 3862 1361

The information contained in this 
newsletter is for informational purposes 
only. It is not intended to take the place 
of financial and accounting advice and 
should not be relied on when making 
business or personal decisions
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Why Are Self-Managed 
Superannuation Funds  
so Popular?

Self-managed superannuation funds (or 
SMSFs), are now more popular than 
ever. Set at below are some of the 
reasons for this and some of the 
reasons against:

ADVANTAGES
1 More control over investment.

2  SMSF members can choose where 
their retirement savings are invested 
including listed shares, property, 
bonds, term deposits etc.

3  Means to hold your business 
premises.

4  Many businesses owners hold their 
business premises in their SMSFs 
for tax-effectiveness, asset-
protection, succession planning and 
security of tenure.

5  The rent that your business pays is 
tax deductible to your business and 
then taxed at 15% when it enters 
the fund.

6 Ability to quickly buy and sell assets.

7  Generally lower fees than industry 
and retail funds.

8 Eliminate taxation in retirement.

9 Flexible estate planning.

10  Getting refunds in the form of 
imputation credits. The best way to 
demonstrate this is through an 
example:

• Your SMSF owns $1,000,000 
worth of Commonwealth Bank 
shares which pay a 5.3% dividend 
fully franked. If your fund is in 
pension phase your cash return is 
actually 7.8% due to the refund of 
the imputation credits... i.e.:

• $1,000,000 worth of shares  
@ 5.3% = $53,000

• The refund of imputation credits 
from the Australian Taxation 
Office will be $22,714.

• Your SMSF will receive: 
$53,000 + $22,714 = 
$75,714.

DISADVANTAGES
1 Time consuming.

2 Need for investment knowledge.

3 Penalties for non-compliance.

4 Risk of poor diversity.

5  High cost if balance of funds is 
small.

6 Hazard of a dominant trustee.

7 Risk of losing interest.

 Both Ranald Duhig and David Clark 
are accredited by the Australian 
Taxation Office to audit SMSFs. 

Getting Superannuation 
Pension When You Turn 55

Once you turn 55 you can access your 
superannuation as a regular income 
stream, with some limitations. You can 
also either continue to pay into your 
superannuation fund and get a tax 
deduction, or contribute via salary 
sacrifice (if you do not get employer 
support).

Income Protection Insurance

Your most important asset is your ability 
to earn income. Income protection 
insurance covers this asset. Other 
advantages are:

• It protects you when you are both 
sick and injured, 24 hours per day. 
Workers compensation only 
protects you from injury whilst at 
work or traveling between home 
and work. 

• It is tax deductible.

ARE THERE THOUSANDS OF 
DOLLARS WAITING FOR YOU? 
There could be money at unclaimed 
money waiting for you! To find out, 
simply go to:   
www.asic.gov.au/unclaimed-money

FIRST MEETING FREE:  Please call for an 
appointment to take advantage of this offer. 



SHORT FILMS
CINEMATOGRAPHERS STATE ROUND-UP 
BY MITCH KENNEDY

AMANDA LOVES COREY    DOP WARWICK BROWN (NSW)

f

Amanda Loves Corey follows the 

journey of one man as he discovers 

not himself as he wanders the almost 

barren landscape, but the land around 

him, which is in greater need of help 

than himself. Shot, directed & edited 

by Warwick Brown, the fi lm was shot 

in parts over 2 years in western NSW, 

primarily in Broken Hill and Silverton.

The fi lm was initially shot with the RED 
One camera, which then evolved with 
the RED One MX, and then a fi nal shot 
of the fi lm utilised the RED Epic just 
to keep it all in the family. The lenses 
were a very basic selection of the Red 
zooms 17-35mm ,18-85mm and Canon 
300mm century converted prime. The 
majority of the fi lm was shot at high 
speed between 50 frames per second 

and 100 frames per second. 

A further year of post with an amazing 
narration by Australian actor David Field 
and complete musical score by Dorian 
West, and the fi lm was fi nished. It has 
been in offi cial selection in festivals in 
France, Indonesia and the USA, winning 
Best Cinematography in Indonesia.
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HONALEE     DOP THOM NEAL (VIC)

SNAKE     DOP CAROLINA IZQUIERDO (NSW)

f
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HONALEE centres on a young teenage 
boy, Dan, and his relationship with an 
ailing old man, Walt, and his closest 
companion, Sox, a bold border collie. 
The short story is a 2013 Swinburne 
School of Film and Television Graduating 
fi lm, directed by Alexis Cook, produced 
by Brett Carwardine and lensed by 
cinematographer Thom Neal. 

The story unfolds in a fi ctional town 
created through distinct locations that 
were found in suburbs in the east 

Shot in September, ‘SNAKE’ is a short fi lm 
through the Sydney Film School, directed 
by Julian Tynan and shot by Carolina 
Izquierdo. The fi lm used the Black Magic 
Cinema Camera, with a beautiful set of 
Leica R primes.

The fi lmmakers chose the Black 
Magic as it was compact enough to 
handhold in a car and to chase the 
actors around without putting strain on 
Carolina, yet without compromising on 
image quality. The fi lm was shot in the 
Southern Highlands, around Bowral and 
Bundanoon.

Big cameras can be stifl ing for minimal 
crew to work in certain conditions 
and confronting for actors new to the 
screen. The freedom of working with a 
small camera allowed the crew to shoot 
stealthily, adding scenes and picking 
up shots during travel. The fi lmmakers 
attested to the trend towards smaller 
cameras and smaller crews being 
benefi cial both fi nancially and creatively.

of Melbourne, using iconic Victorian 
country town Colac, and it’s distinct 
weather board houses and town 
lake. Both Alexis and Thom did many 
location recce’s together out into these 
areas, planning times of day and sun 
position to best utilise color to help 
support the palette of the narrative.  
Using well established locations meant 
that house interiors/exteriors were more 
about “taking away” to deliver a frame 
that would tell the story in it’s most 
precise form.

Director, Producer and Cinematography 
all felt that the narrative had a very 
textural quality. They tested various 
formats from Alexa to Super16mm, 
but in the end went with 35mm 2-Perf 
provided by Lemac’s Aaton Penelope, 
accompanied with Zeiss MK3 Super 
speeds for their cooler tones. Kodak’s 
5213 and 5219 stocks were used with 
Complete Post scanning out 2K DPX 
fi les for the online/grade.



‘Black Betty’ is a charming coming-
of-age fi lm about a blossoming teen 
girl and her embarrassing ex-rocker 
dad. Early on director, Robert Braiden, 
and cinematographer, Paul Seipel 
decided they would take a very 
classical approach – no handheld, 

SHORT FILMS
CINEMATOGRAPHERS STATE ROUND-UP 
BY MITCH KENNEDY

BLACK BETTY    DOP PAUL SEIPEL (QLD)

carefully composed frames and soft 
impressionistic lighting.

The fi lm took cues from classic David 
Lean pictures. Being a simple suburban 
story, there weren’t any epic vistas to 
shoot; however the fi lmmakers tried 

to play out whole scenes in single, 
uninterrupted master shots.

From very early on the plan by producer, 
Sherlyn Hii, was to target some top-
tier fi lm festivals; so immediately Paul 
suggested shooting with anamorphic 
lenses to emulate that classic fi lm look. 
Thanks to some kind support, Paul 
was about to acquire a set of stunning 
Panavision E-Series Anamorphics and 
an Alexa XT for the shoot.

Black Betty was only made possible 
due to the fantastic local crew and all 
the companies who generously supplied 
for the fi lm; including: Panavision, 
Cameraquip, Micks Gripping, Fleet 
Lighting, Hot Putz and Cutting Edge.

f
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Grace is forced to face her own 
sexuality and the strain on her marriage 
when her son Charlie, who has Cerebral 
Palsy, asks to lose his virginity for his 
birthday. We meet the family on the 
night of Charlie’s birthday as Grace 
prepares for the gift to arrive. Will the 
gift be all Charlie hoped for? Will this gift 
unite or separate the parents who stand 
at odds? Either way...The Gift is on her 
way.

THE GIFT   DOP NINO TAMBURRI (NSW)

The Gift was shot on RED Epic with 
Ultra Prime lenses and about half the 
fi lm was on Steadicam, operated by 
Matthew Temple. The directors are 
a brother and sister team Lloyd And 
Spencer Harvey, and it is roughly the 
10th fi lm they have worked on with DOP 
Nino Tamburri.

Gaffer on the fi lm was Zac Murphy. 
Lighting was kept mainly to house 

lamps, which were boosted with 
stronger globes and then overhead 
fi lm lights were used to give actors 
maximum freedom to move.
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Rosco Australia Pty Limited 42 Sawyer Lane, Artarmon, NSW
02 9906-6262 www.rosco.com 

Rosco�’s academy award winning day/night backdrops are 
now available with RABBIT. RABBIT motion plates are 4K 
les, shot on RED to complement the backing stills: same 

time, same place, same day, same angles, matched lenses. 
The RABBIT system offers a way to seamlessly transition 
between on-set backings and VFX. RABBIT les from around 
the world are available to rent.
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